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I. Chapter I

Guidance Functions of Junior High Schoo

1

Most authorities agree that guidance is one of

the chief functions of the Junior High School. This gui-

dance is a serious attempt at helping all children regardless

of their social status or possible life work to meet the new

and changing demands of many sided service as members of fami-

lies and of vocational and civic groups.

The Boston School Department states the "inter-

mediate school is not a trade school, nor an industrial

school in any sense, but it performs a legitimate and use-

ful f mction in furnishing the young pupil what he seldom

or never had in school, viz., an opportunity to experiment

and exolore in several fields of work, and to get worth-

while training in the field which he ultimately chooses.

It avoids any appearance of predetermining careers, but it

does consciously aim to develop the power of intelligent

transition to a general or special high school, to a voca-

tional school, or to the child's prospective field of indus-

try." 1

The fact that the school is organized from this

point of view does not complete the task. While the change

from the elementary to the Junior High School is not as

1. Report of Survey of Intermediate Schools and Classes.
B. P. Sch. Doc. No. 19, 1920, page 10
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abrupt as was the change f rom the elementary to the Senior

High School, adjustment and orientation are necessary. The

individual finds himself in a society where problems of

social life, clubs and activities, departmental organiza-

tion, school discipline, Gymnasium, and library arise. Ke

in the Junior High School finds help for these problems

either with the Home Room Teacher or the orientation teach-

er.

The Junior High School period is one in which

children have idealism, one in which attention to emotion-

al life can be made to yield the best results and will

guarantee the most lasting benefits. The Junior High School

guides

:

1. Excursions into new fields of human interests.

Adolescents are changeable in their interests and are cur-

ious. They should be given a chance to explore many fields

of knowledge, trades, and skills. Introductory courses are

given in which the subject matter is general in its nature.

The aim of these courses is not mastery of specialized and

limited portions of the subject but development of outlooks

and presentation of fundamental aspects. Introductory sci-

ence, general mathematics, and world history do much to

stimulate the curiosity of the adolescent.

2. Exploratory and tryout courses are given where

the individual has opportunity to tryout his interests. This

is especially well developed in shop work where the boy,
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after having his interest aroused in a certain line of work,

has an opportunity to work in that line and see whether he

seems suitable for it and has the specialized ability nec-

essary.

These tryouts save both the child's time and the

town's money since through them the child "will have the

basis for making selections when the time comes," 1 It

saves the child's time in that he has a chance to try out

in various activities in the course of the school year,

rather than elect one perhaps to find when the semester is

half over, or when there is no opportunity to elect another

course that he could have more suitably taken another

branch of the same subject, or that he is wholly unsuited

for the subject, Tryout courses s ave money in that they

help to show people their abilities and hence to keep them

from electing courses for which their chance of success is

slight, A course in which the child fails is too costly

—

the cost includes the value of instruction plus the loss in

knowledge the child might have gained.

The Junior High School makes an effort to treat

each child as an individual. It realizes that e ach child

is endowed with a different personality and different abili-

ties and it does not try to make the child fit the school,

but rather the school fit the child. It tries to know the

child by means of cumulative records, tests, responses

1. Koos, Junior High School page 57
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to different situations, and "by personal contact, and to

have its suggestions based on these.

It is sometimes advisable that the child finish

school in less than the prescribed time. The probability

of a child remaining in school after reaching the end of

compulsory school age can be determined. Sometimes if the

school realizes that the child will probably not remain in

school after the age of 16, and his social, physical, and in-

tellectual development allow, his course could be accelerated

a year so he could graduate at the end of the compulsory

school age. This would give the child a chance to do work

for which a high school diploma is a prerequisite. So also

the child in this same|s tate of development who was planning

college and professional school training might be accelerated

and the year thus saved, and might be used to better advan-

tage in the professional school.



_ _
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Chapter II.

Programs of Guidance in Use in Junior High Schools

Probably all the different plans of Guidance could

be classified under one of the following groups.

Guidance by:

1. Principal

2. Principal and Dean

3. Principal and Home Rome Teacher

4. Counselor from Central Office

5. Counselor in the school

In a small school the principal has the time to

fulfill his administrative duties and also attend to Guid-

ance. He knows his pupils intimately. However, as the

school ^rows larger and his administrative duties increase,

he no longer has time to know e&ch pupil and to help him.

Therefore, the principal delegates this job to others.

The responsibility for G-uidance should be defin-

itely fixed. It probably is best to prepare a program of

Guidance by working from the inside. Interest in Guidance

should be aroused among the teachers by means of faculty dis

cussions, and by means of a faculty committee which could do

much to assure orderly development and progress of the work.

Dr. Richard Allen1 has prepared a plan which will

be presented here which he believes any principal could begih

by means of a redistribution of subjects, time, and teachers

1. Assistant Superintendent of Schools in charge of Dept.
of Research and Guidance Providence, R. I.
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It includes: 1

1. List of Guidance functions should "be prepared by

the Faculty Committee (this may be found in the Vocational

Guidance Magazine, Dec. 1929.) and parts assigned to certain

teachers, such as home room— subject teacher--etc

•

2. Select from three to six teachers to voluntarily

undertake some of the special Guidance functions. They could

be choosen from:

'a. Teachers to whom pupils naturally go with

their troubles, and who are especially interested in young

people

.

b. Teachers capable of winning cooperation of

other teachers rather than commanding it.

c. Teachers willing to listen to the problems

of children, to ask questions, supply additional information,

and so forth.

d. Teachers willing to do a considerable

amount of overtime work, and teachers skillful in the handling

clerical and administrative work.

3» If possible relieve counselors from study hall

supervision, home room supervision, and other routine tasks.

Cooperating with each counselor should be a committee of home

room teachers to discuss the needs of their children and to

plan home room programs.

of

1. A Guidance Program that any Junior High School Principal
may undertake Junior High School Clearing House
R«r+„ "iQ^O pastes /56 to 38
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4-. Principal may assign to class counselor the task

of classifying pupils in groups in order to meet their edu-

cational needs. As an aid in such work advisors should have

charge of the records of educational and psychological tests.

Pupils may "be classified according to their educational des-

tinies, according to their educational or psychological tests,

or according to the ways in which they learn. Better than

this is the composite arrived at by the advisor from actual

study of pupils in her group. This should be a continuing

study with the possibility of adjustment always open. So

far the program need not increase the costs of instruction.

It is simply done by the redistribution of overhead.

5. At this point the principal should discuss with

the superintendent the importance of an individual interview

with each pupil each term or year. Without special time for

interviews, the counselor sees only the problem cases. It

should not be necessary for a child to become a problem in

order to get individual attention. Such work was formerly the

work of principal but with increased enrollment administrative

and supervisory duties have crowded it out.

6. A committee of subject teachers of each class

or heads of departments should meet with advisors and work

out a cooperative plan through which each subject teacher may

have her share in the Guidance Program. Such work usually

consists of combining occupational information with subject
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instruction as an aid to motivation.

7. In most Junior High Schools the subject of oc-

cupations is "being taught. Sometimes this is done in connec-

tion with civics, or the social studies . It is no more ex-

pensive to teach the subject one period a week for five terms

than five periods a week for one term. The chief purpose of

the subject is to arouse an interest in occupational informa-

tion. For this reason, it should be a continuance course

rather than an intensive course for a single term. Also the

advisor could teach her class for their entire stay in the

school. Such a plan makes the advisor responsible for the

background of occupational information of her pupils. It also

insures that the advisor broaden her own information in the

field of occupations through instruction.

8. Every pupil who leaves or enters school should

be required to have an interview.

9. Choice: of eiectives and choice of High School

should be supervised by the class advisor whose business it

has been to study individual differences and needs.

In the National Association of Secondary School

Principals, Bulletin 19, a plan of Guidance in the Home Room

is advocated. The system is organized in such a way that it

will be in the hands of a trained Director of G-uidance. He

in turn will work through a Faculty Committee. There are

separate advisors in this plan for each activity, and the in-





dividual is a case problem for the Home Room teacher.

The argument for this plan is presented in th e idea

that every "good" teacher will make a "good" home room teacher

and, as for training, that is the responsibility of the

principal to take the teachers provided and to train them for

the Guidance functions.

"The home room teacher functions in all phases of

Guidance, It is in this capacity that she comes to know each

pupil in the room more intimately than any other teacher. She

alone has opportunity to know the pupil in all his relation-

ships; his sutdies, his difficulties with teachers; his pro-

blems of discipline; his home conditions and environment; his

associations in and out of school; his attitudes, interests,

and abilities. Therefore, whether the school be large or

small, it is with the home room teacher that the foundations

for G-uidance must be laid."

In the plan of G-uidance in vogue in Providence, Dr.

Allen, while he a grees with the idea that it is in the home

room the foundations of G-uidance should be laid, believes

Guidance work is three-fold, that one function without the

other two is practically worthless. The functions are:

1. Personnel records and research

2, Individual interviews

3* Orientation and group guidance

1. National Ass. of Sec. School Prin. Bulletin 19 Jan. 1928
page 16
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Probably it would be unreasonable to expect a home

room teacher, overburdened as she usually is, to make a sci-

entific study of the factors that condition the success of

pupils in the school. Dr. Allen states "the best adjustment

of the worker in his work, both in school and in employment

must depend upon such studies." 1 The average home room

teacher can not be an expert in tests, measurements, and ex-

pert in the art of the individual interview, etc. Her major

is in her class room subject, and she caxinot be expected to

spend as much time as is necessary in preparation to do an

adequate job at group Guidance and counseling for which work

she has approximately fifteen minutes in her school program.

Dr, Allen has remedied this situation by having his

counselore "major" in Guidance. Providence Guidance System

is organized on the basis of counselors in addition to home

room teachers. In the central office there is an assistant

superintendent in charge of Research and Guidance, assisted

by experts in educational testing, psychological tests, and a

person in charge of health examinations, employment certifi-

cates and placement.

In each Junior High School there is a counselor hav-

ing entire charge of each class, and since Porvidence has hal

yearly promotions, a total of six counselors in each school

who remain with their classes as long as their classes are in

school. The counselor meets each section of his class two

periods a week in vocational civics.

1. Le cture, B» U , February 1933
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A counselor having charge of a class has approxi-

mately two hundred to three hundred pupils to handle. This

> means there are about eight sections in a class. The coun-

selor' s program would "be

5 periods for individual interview

16 periods for occupational civics (2 periods a
week for eight groups)

Total for
Guidance 21

h periods for other work
Total class

Period 25

Thus the counselor has charge of the individual

pupil, meets him two times each week in a group Guidance

course, has a personal interview with him once each term,

has charge of his records of tests and measurements, helps

him to form his future educational plans, and makes a follow-

up study of each pupil after he has left the school.



•



Chapter 111

Attempts To Meet Individual Differences

I
It is quite apparent people do not have equal in-

tellectual powers. It is a condition of satisfactory pro-

gress that every lesson "be well adapted to the power of the

learner or learners, that it he neither too hard nor too

easy, 1

This idea is well known. Y/hen a teacher taught only

one person, she tended to adapt the material to the indivi-

dual. In the class investigated "by Armentrant2 in a Law-

rence, Kansas, school, with intelligence ranging rom 70 to

140, it would he difficult to plan work for forty pupils that

would neither he too hard for the 70 I, Q, pupil nor too easy

for the 140 I, Q, pupil.

The solution of the problem of individual differ-

ences in the classroom is being attempted by:

I. Grouping—Ability grouping is defined as the

segregation of pupils studying the same subject into sections

or classes as nearly homogeneous as possible, 5 This is only

possible in a large school where there are several

1, Brewer, John Mental Measurement in Educational and
Vocational Guidance page 19

2, V/. D. Armentrant Class of Junior High School pupils by
Otto Scale Ed/10/22 page 85

3, ?, M. Symonds Measurement in Sec, Education page 475
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sections of the same subject,

A. Grouping on the "basis of I. Q.

In a Lawrence, Kansas, Junior High School,

Armentrant1 gave the Otis intelligence scale to 397 pupils.

The classification was as follows:

A"bove 140 12. 55* 49 cases

130—140 1Q.7% 74 cases

110—120 10. 8# 43 cases

90—110 27. 2# 108 cases

80—90 16.8^ 67 cases

70—80 7.8^ 31 cases

Be low 70 6.3% 23 cases

Probably the reason for the large number of

pupils below 70 was due to the number of retarded negroes.

Armentrant found in the saire section the follow-

ing groups of children:

1. Normal and accelerated—will continue beyond

Junior High School and High School.

2. Large per cent of dull who had somewhat nor-

mal progress through grammar school and probably will not

reach high school.

3. Mature pupils, retarded three or four years,

who have not completed elementary school, but who have been

placed in Junior High school and allowed to pursue subjects

which interests and activities will permit.

1. Armentrant Ed/10/22 page 85
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Armentrant claims when these groups were classified

into sections "by the Otis scale problems of discipline, sub-

ject matter is adapted to mental ability or learning capacity

of the pupil it can have little educational use for them.

Without ability of classification, it was practically impos-

sible to adapt subject matter in such a way that the major-

ity of pupils grasped.it.

B. Homogeneous grouping—Advantages and disadvan-
tages.

There is vigorous opposition to homogeneous

grouping on the basis of ability on the score that it is

neither American nor democratic, it teaches intellectual

snobism, and it, therefore, has no place in the American

school supported by public funds. Bagley in Democracy and

the I. Q .
1 charges that ""by using tests to effect a form of

pupil placement we were thereby in so far controlling pupil

educational destiny." 2 If we treat a boy as though he had a

high I. Q,., all well and good. But if intelligence tests

brand him with a low I. Q,. , he is forthwith placed where

educational opportunities are limited "by the current practice

in the education of this group of pupils.

Segregation on the basis of ability means different

educational treatment, and the very act of placing a pupil

1. School and Society April 1922 pages 373-84

2. Symonds Measurement in Sec. Education pages 477
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in one or another section makes for fatalism or determination

in his education. This argument of Bagley's is commented on

by Foster!, who says that ability grouping is:

1. Not fatalistic, since any student showing him-

self to be wrongly placed will at once be replaced.

2. Not undemocratic , since democracy does not imply

an assumption that all children are of ea.ual ability. Democ-

racy rather demands that each pupil be given the best possible

training for him.

Then, too, it is said pupils recognize distinctions

in class and are given consciousness of superiority or in-

feriority which is harmful. Unfortunately this is true, and

we cannot disguise the fact by calling our sections x, y, and

z. But those who criticize the school on this basis are

idealists who would create a situation in school that is not

like that found outside, and which cannot train pupils to

face the situation they will meet after school. 2

1.Foster, Herbert H. H. S. Administration Century 1928
page 163

2.Symonds page 480
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In one sense it lessens the consciousness of distinction.

The pupil is given a task in which he can succeed. In

football games, teams are paired evenly. So also a dull

child may win the game in the classroom. After all, it is

important to have consciousness of successful achieveme nit,

no matter how humble the task, rather than failure. Cons-

ciousness of inferiority from failure is much worse. Then,

too, it is important that the bright child be forced to

gain feeling of superiority by really superior accomplish-

ment rather than by an almost unearned result of his native

ability. 1

C. Grouping on the basis of Chronological Age.

A seventh grade of 160 pupils in Oakland,

California Junior High School was classified on the basis

of chronological age. c Inasmuch as there are f ew pupils

more than two years over age, the age limits in each sec-

tion were rather close.

Group 1- -Pupils under age

Groups 2 and 3—normal age

Group 4--cver age

Strange to say, writes Mr. Finger, 3 fewer adjustments were

necessary in this grade than one in which mental ages in

connection with teacher judgments were needed.

1. Symonds page 480
2. Proctor and Ricciardi Junior High School, its Organiza-

tion and Administration.
3. Clyde Finger in Proctor and Ricciardi page 172
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In the youngest group, immaturity was most evident

at first and was mistaken by some teachers for lack of

ability. After recognizing the immaturity of the group and

modifying methods of instruction, the youngest class devel-

oped into an extremely rapid group possessing initiative

and drive to a marked degree. Of course, chronological

grouping was modified by mental tests for those pupils who

seemed to be misplaced. From this experiment 1 in chrono-

logical grouping it was found a very large proportion of

our school population might safely be assigned to an "ability"

group on the basis of at age, over or under.

D. Grouping on the basis of I. Q,. and Chronological
Age.

1. The class is divided into three groups on the

basis of I. Q.2 All over-age pupils in each of three groups

are picked out. The over-age pupil is often duller; he is

sophisticated, and this, together with his lack of judgment,

makes him an undesirable companion for the under-age or at-

age pupil. At-age and under-age pupils are separated into

two groups if possible. The assignment is tentative.

The table on page 18 shows the results of the first

classification of low seventh grade into groups V/ith a de-

creased range of intelligence Quotients and an over-age

1. Pio ctor and Ricciardi page 173

2. Touton and Struthers Junior High School Procedure
page 59
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segregation. The last column of the table designates the

standard of curriculum experience that each classification

group should "be able to follow :

Low Seventh Grade Classification and Curricula-1-

Range of rlum- Classification Standard of
I, Q,. ber Curriculum-

Exoerience

Above 34 Very superior( at-age or Enriched
120 under-age)

111-119 42 Superior (at-age or under-age) "

105-110 31 Normal (over-a^e segregated) Average

100-104 38 11

" " " Average
or normal

96-99 31 " 3 ?
"

91-95 38 1 " ! " .

"

90-110 27 Normal and superior (over-
age) Adjustment

80-90 22 Dull (over-age) Minimum
essentials

Below 80 28 Borderline (over-age) Remedial

The table should be read as follows: 34 is the

number of pupils with an I. Q,. above 120 who are at-age or

under-age and who should be assigned an enriched curriculum

standard of work, etc.

II. Differentiated curricula which is emphasized by ability
grouping.

In the traditional school there was but one curri-

culum—no deviation was made from it. The children not en-

dowed with intelligence were expected to come up to the stan-
dard
1. Touton and Strathers page 62
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set for the intelligent. No consideration of their limita-

tions was Given. They were required to follow a curriculum

had been designed to stimulate minds that function normally

and efficiently whendealing with difficult problems. They

were incapable of performing the taslis given to them. Failure

became a habit; enthusiasm, interest, and ambition were

smothered. Often the pupils were over-age, had failed of

promotion several times since they had started to school, and

had been pushed on to their present grade and more difficult

tasks not because they were ready for more advanced work, but

because they were old and large and their teachers hesitated

to hold them back again and again.

In the process of education pupils show greatest

development through success, not failure. "Educational ef-

forts must usually result in success if further effort is to

be carried on with fervor and whole -heartedness. 11

III. Individual instruction, Dalton Plan, etc.

The problem of Individual differences probably

could be met best by individual instruction, but this method

is too expensive for all but a very few.

The Dalton Plan is a scheme whereby each child does

his work Individually at his own speed. He receives a con-

tract for work. When, and not until he has completed his

first contract, he will receive the next contract. The

1. Corning, Hobart After Testing—What? page 87
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teacher's duty is to help the children individually with

difficulties in the completion of the contract.

IV. Objective basis of pupil adjustment in Providence, R. I.

In Providence the schools are organized on the

basis of half yearly promotions. In the Junior High School

during the first three terms there are no electives. It is

purely an exploratory period. During the last three terms

pupils may elect, under guidance, the subjects which they

prefer to take. As far as possible the pupils will be per-

mitted to take the subjects of their first choice. The

counselor in the Junior High School has charge of the pro-

grams and sectioning of his group of approximately two hundred

to three hundred pupils.

There is nothing new in the idea of sectioning, the

new thing is that in Providence the classification is on an

objective basis. Guessing no longer seems necessary because

there are instruments at hand that can be used to measure.

They are

:

A. New type standardized tests.

Bo Intelligence tests.

Either of these tests alone is useful but the use of both

is better.

The objective basis for pupil adjustment is advis-

able because

:
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A. Without it teachers and principals do not agree

1. as to what is adjustment

2. as to what is the degree of adjustment required.

B. It takes a long time for adjustment "by ordinary pro-

cedures.

C. It is wasteful to submit a child to instruction "be-

fore you are sure of his adjustment.

Pupils are graded and classified on the "basis of

Providence Class Personnel Chart which

A. Shows the C.A., M.A. , and I.Q. of each pupil.

B. Indicates a reasonable achievement goal for each

pupil.

C. Indicates a guidance or adjustment program for each

puoil.

D. Shows whether section is well graded.

E. Aids in classification when there are two or more

groups of pupils in the same grade*

Perhaps it is "better to explain the chart by actual

use. The numbered horizontal lines represent the mental ages,

and the numbered vertical lines, the chronological ages. The

numbered oblique lines curving into horizontal lines, locate

the I. Q,. 's. The oblique lines marked with Roman numerals and

letters indicate the achievement levels or goals for the va-

rious grades.

A seventh grade group of the writer was charted.
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PURPOSES
The principal purposes of the Clas3 Personnel Charts are as follows:

1. To show graphically the Ch. A., M. A., and I.Q. of every

pupil in the class.

2. To indicate a reasonable achievement goal for each pupil.

3. To indicate a guidance or adjustment program for each

individual.

4. To show whether the class is well graded.

6. To aid in classification when there are two or more groups of

pupils in the same grade.

EXPLANATION

The numbered horizontal lines represent the mental ages, and the

numbered vertical lines, the chronological ages. The numbered oblique

lines curving into horizontal lines, locate the I.Q's. A letter rating may be

substituted for the I.Q. as is indicated. The straight oblique lines, marked

with Roman numerals and letters, indicate the achievement levels or

goals for the various grades. The numerals indicate the grades; the

letters, the achievement or mastery goals. The ~\~ and — exponents of

the letters show the number of educational years achieved above or below

the standard or normal educational age of the grade.

The guidance program at the extreme right applies to grade 7 only

and is in accordance with the mental ages. The guidance program at the

bottom applies to grade 7 only and is in accordance with the chronological

ages. In this particular grade possibilities for differentiation must be

considered in planning individual programs.

RECORDING
When the class is to be charted the names of the pupils should be

written alphabetically and numbered as indicated on the Test Record

Sheet. With the I.Q. or letter rating and Ch. A. given, locate the point

representing the pupil's Ch. A. at the bottom of the chart and move
vertically upward until the point indicated by the I.Q. or letter rating is

reached. At this point place a dot and the pupil's serial number. His

M. A. can then be read between the proper horizontals.

To indicate the median M. A. of the class, draw a red line parallel to

M. A. horizontals so that half the pupils will fall above and half below it.

To indicate the median Ch.A., draw a red line parallel to the Ch. A. verticals

so that half the pupils will fall to the right and half to the left of it. The

median I.Q. canbeshown by a red line parallel to the I.Q. lines, half ofthe

pupils falling on each side of it.

To show the normal chronological age and mental age for the grade,

place an "N" at either end of the proper vertical line and horizontal line.

Additional black lines must be inserted for the half-year classes. The
normal chronological ages and mental ages are always the same for each

grade; that is, for grade 7B the normal Ch. A. is 12 years, and the normal

M. A. is 12 years; for 7A the age is 12 £2 years, etc.

INTERPRETATION

If pupils are properly graded they will be located near the Achievement

Diagonal of their grade. If pupils are located far from the diagonal, this

fact shows that they have not been accelerated or retarded in proportion

to their ability and should receive the attention indicated by the guidance

programs at both the right and at the bottom of the chart.

After this is done, classifications may be made in schools where there

are two or more classes of the same grade. Pupils should be grouped

together in a class so that there will not be too great a range of differences

in Ch. A., M. A-, and I.Q.

The actual achievement average of each pupil, as shown by standard-

ized educational tests, should then be compared with the achievement

goal which is indicated by the letter rating on the Achievement Diagonal.

A disagreement of more than one point should be carefully investigated.

Those who exceed their goals should be given another psychological test.

Those who fall below their goals should be given remedial instruction in

order to raise their achievement average.
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For the purposes of distinction the red dots represent boys

and the blue dots girls. Each pupil is numbered, his I. Q.

and C. A. are given on the record sheet. Pupil 1 is C. A.

12-4. Look along the bottom of the chart until the C. A.

of 12*4 is found. Then go straight up until the diagonal

line of 90 I. Q is met. 93 would be approximately one-third

distance from 90 to 100, and there the red dot labeled 1 was

put. If the M.A. of pupil 1 is wanted,simply follow dot 1

over to the left hand margin to find pupil 1 has a M. A. 11-4.

Pupil 2 has a C. A. 13. Follow the C. A. 13

line until 102 intelligence is met. There a red dot for

pupil 2 was placed. The entire class of 31 was similarly

charted.

The normal C. A. and M. A. for children in grade

7 in February would be 12j. These lines were drawn on the

chart in ink.

The median mental ability of the class was indi-

cated by drawing a red line parallel to the M. A. lines so

that half of the pupils fell above it and half below it.

The median M. A. of this group was found to be 14-2.

The median C. A. was indicated by drawing a red

line parallel to Cla.A. verticals so that half of the pupils

fell to the right of it and half to the left of it. The

median Ch. A. was found to be 12-8.

The diagnostic key was placed over the chart so

that the guide lines coincided with the normal, mental, and
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chrono logical ages of the grade and with the 100 I. Q. line.

Interpre tat ion.

If all pupils were graphed within the oval on the

diagnostic key, they would be well graded and classification

into sections could begin. All members of this group do not

graph within the oval. Let us look into the significance.

Adjustments in Group 5»

A. Poorly graded .

Pupil 8 is poorly graded. Ke is chronologically

more than a year older than normal and he has the mentality

of an adult. Pupil 5 should probably need remedial instruc-

tion and advancement to higher grades.

Pupils 3, 15, and 22 could probably profit by work

in a more advanced grade, and if, in each individual case,

it seemed desirable that the pupil be advanced, they should

receive remedial instruction and advancement.

B. Poorly c lassi fied.

This group -- since there are two similar groups

in the same grade — is poorly classified. If the three

groups were re-classified it would be possible to group each

so that it would be nearer the desired aim — not more than

two years 1 difference in mental or chronological age.

C. Di fferentiate.

D. Enr ichment.

All pupils whose I. Q. is over 110 except 8 who is
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to "be regraded and possibly 3, 15, and 22 who may be regraded,

should have an enriched curriculum.

E. Retard or re test.

Pupil 17 who has normal I. Q,. but is chronologically

younger than his grade should be retested to see whether he

could gain a higher I. Q. If pupil 17 is failing in school

subjects, he would have to be retarded.

Because there are so few outstanding errors in grad-

ing and classification, let us:

A. Suppose we had a pupil number 40, C. A. 14-7, I. A.

102. Ke is graphed with a green dot. He would be chronologi-

cally two years older than normal for the grade and mentally

two and one-half years older than normal for the grade. A boy

of his mental age and I. Q. should be expected to do C work in

grade IX. Pupil 40 v/ould probably be retarded unnecessarily

or preventably. He could profit by the work of a more advanced,

grade and should receive remedial instruction in the skills

necessary for the more adva.nced grade so that he might take his

place where he chronologically and mentally belongs,

E. Suppose we had pupil 41 with a C. A. of 16, I. Q,. of

75« He would probably be doing E work in grade 7 but would

be graded as well as possible in the traditional school. He

might better profit by pre -vocational work.

C. Suppose we had pupil 42, C.A. 11-2, I. 150. Al-

though he would be mentally able to do the work of a more

advanced grade, it would probably be unwise to accelerate
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him any further because he would not be able socially to

hold his own. As it is he is already over a year younger

than normal C. A. for his group,

V. A New Plan of Grouping in Providence

.

Due to the fact that Dr. Allen believes several

types of adjustment should be used at once, a new plan of

sectioning is being tried this year.

The plan provides for the classifying of children

within each grade on the basis of the methods by which they

learn, rather than on the basis of intelligence, or upon the

amount of subject matter that they have mastered or upon edu-

cational achievement. Pupils v/ho need constant individual

attention must be taught in small groups by the individual

methods of the ungraded class while those who can learn with-

out so much individual help may be grouped in larger sections.

Teachers are asked to place each pupil in one of

three groups. The counselor makes a composite of teachers*

opinions and on the basis of this, with the help of objective

tests, make a tentative classification.

G-roup 1 , or the coaching group, contains:

A. Pupils v/ho need constant individual atten-

tion of the teacher in more than one subject.

B. Those v/ho are unable to keep pace with the

average class by methods of group instruction.

C. Those whose grade progress is uncertain.
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d. Possibly those transferred from other

schools, those absent for a long period, and those receiv-

ing extra promotions from lower grades.

The number of pupils ordinarily should not exceed

twenty-five. This is essentially a coaching or ungraded

class in which individual instruction is necessary.

Group 2 . The experimental group at the other

extreme contains:

a. Pupils who usually understand and com-

plete class assignments without assistance.

b. Those who seldom need individual help.

c. Those who show considerable interest and

initiative.

Pupils of this group can take general assignments,

understand printed directions, organize their own material.

For them at least normal progress is assured. In their in-

struction the laboratory method, the project, and the unit

mastery idea should predominate as well as committee assign-

ments. A class of this group should contain from forty to

forty- five pupils.

Group 3 . The middle group contains:

The rest of the class. For the most part

it will contain pupils who should be able to benefit by the

usual methods of class instruction. It will require con-

siderable motivation to arouse their interests, oral instruc-

tion must supplement the printed page, and assignments must
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be definite and constantly checked by the teacher. With

these groups normal progress is probable. A class of this

group should contain from forty to forty-five pupils.

Each term, or perhaps oftener, some regrouping will

be advisable. Some pupils in the coaching group should be

moved up to the middle groups or vice-versa; or some pupils

in the middle group should be moved up to the experimental

group, or vice-versa. The grouping is elastic so that pupils

can be shifted as it seems advisable.

Tests of intelligence and achievement v/ill be used

as additional evidence in regrouping, but the real questions

will always be:

A. Does the child require constant individual attention

of the teacher?

B. In which group can he learn best?

C. In which group will his morale be best conserved and

developed?

D. In which group will he be happiest?

No group should encounter any type of instruction

exclusively. In experimental groups interest, initiative,

and responsibility should be capitalized; in middle groups

these qualities should be recognized and developed, but

work habits, thoroughness, and cooperation should be capital-

ized; in the lower group these latter qualities should be de-

veloped, and special handicaps corrected through remedial in-
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-

struct ion. As the puoils progress through the grades, they

should try to develop independence, initiative, interest, and

ability to travel under their own power; thus rising in classi-

fication as well as in terms of grading.

This proposed plan meets most of the common criti-

cisms of classification. It removes the unfortunate stigma

of bright or dull. Experimental classes are recruited from

those who possess initiative, good work habits, dependable

daily achievements, etc. Coaching classes are not for dul-

lards, but for those who need individual help. When pupils

stand alone, they should be placed in regular classes. Middle

groups, if there are several, may be classified as pupils who

are approaching experimental classification and pupils who are

on the doubtful list of independence.

This plan puts classification on the basis of charac-

ter, habits, and achievement rather than on the basis of in-

telligence alone, for which no individual is responsible.

It is less fixed and predetermined than a classification ac-

cording to intelligence, but it puts a premium upon the atti-

tude, habits, and abilities which progressive schools strive

to develop.
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Chapter IV. — Part I.

Use of Tests and Their Value In Determining Differences.

The Validity of the Mental Test in Guidance.

Measurement has "been attempted successfully in many

educational activities. Mental Testing has an important mes-

sage for Guidance in that lt:-

1. Points the way to the grouping of pupils for instruc-

tional purposes on a more efficient basis.

The Counselor could, "by means of intelligence tests,

determine which of the older children in each class were capa-

ble of profiting by work of a more advanced grade. For those

who were capable, the counselor should see to it that they

were provided with remedial instruction so that they might

advance more rapidly than their classmates and take their

place where they really belong.

If these older children were not capable of doing

the work of a more advanced grade, they should be classified

within the grade. These children should be grouped together

for instructional purposes so that goals could be set in such

a manner that each child would be assured a reasonable chance

for success.

If children were given an intelligence test when

they first entered school, a tentative plan could be made for

their education. The children with an I. Q. 140 or over could

be grouped together and could be taught so as^ to save tine in

the elementary schools. This time could probably be added on
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to the other end of the school career to better advantage. On

the other hand, the children who have an I. Q. of 60-70 could

not profit "by the ordinary first grade since they could not

learn to read (an M. A. of about 6 is believed necessary for

reading.) The education of these children could be slowed up.

They could spend their time doing things in which they have a

reasonable chance for success until t^ey were mentally able to

read.

Formerly there was but one course and one standard.

The child either measured up to that standard or he failed.

In 1916-17, Proctor began a study of the relation of Inability

to failure. He tested with the Stanford-Bine t scale 107

children, and in a follow-up study, April 1, 1919, lie found

that 41 of line original 107 had left school, leaving 6 still

in attendance.

The following table 1 shows the distribution of the

107 cases, showing the I. Q,'s. of the pupils who left High

School to go to work, pupils who tranferred to another school,

and pupils who remained In the same High School.

1. Proctor, William Martin The Use of Psychology Tests in
Educational and Vocational Guidance of High School Pupils

page 17
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Binet I. Q,. Total no. % out, % trans- % remaining
1916-17 of cases at work ferred to in same school

other schs.

Low-79 1 100

80-89 7 72 14 14
I

90-99 29 31 9 60

100-109 27 22 22 56

110-119 22 27 73

12012 15 13 87

130-130* 6
,

33 67

No. of cases 107 21 20 57

Median I. Q. 94 110 110
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At the end of two and one-half years, none of those

testing below 30, and only 28 of those testing between 80-69

remained in school. On the other hand, 100^ of those testing

110 or over remained in sohool.

The counselor should have means of finding out these

pupils who v;ill probably leave school and should see to it that

they have the training that will enable them to make a better

living and become better citizens. If the divisions in the

Junior High School are grouped according to mental ability,

the group testing below 80 I. Q. can be trained so that they

may make a better living. The responsibility is upon junior

high because these children do not remain to be helped in the

senior high school.

Ability grouping on the basis of ability and accom-

plishment is justified not only because the child can learn

more effectively than in his present class, but because "as

the child proceeds in self control and begins to choose his

own studies, courses, curriculum, school, and college, he

must choose to associate himself with the groups in which his

learning may be most effectively carried on."^"

Classification alone doesn't settle the matter. The

subject matter must be adopted to the mental ability of the

group. Subject matter should be neither too hard nor too easy

for the pupils, who should be encouraged to work up to the

level of their abilities.

1. Y.'alch, Roy H. Use of Psychology Tests in Guidance
Voc. Guidance Magazine December 1927
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2. Points to those who should he guided into a job.

Mental tests help the teacher and the counselor to

keep track of the progress of pupils and to discover those who

are working below their ability. These children need special

help if they are to approximate their potentialities. Also

on the basis of mental tests, promising students could be ad-

mitted to work for which their regular preparation is lacking,

3. Is a basis, negatively, for choice of curriculum,

subject, and job.

As the school is now organized, the pupil with the

low I. Q. should be warned of the problem ahead of him, if he

chooses a college preparatory course or turns too suddenly to

problems of new or abstract studies, we cannot draw the line

hard and fast, and say that a child with an I. Q. of 100 will

fail in college, but we can warn him that he will have to re-

ly upon other things beside intelligence to get him through

college

.

Similarly, we may use the X, Q,. as a basis for nega-

tive guidance in the vocations. V/e know that some occupations

demand a high intelligence, and v/e could warn those who have

set their goal too high of the dangers in store for tnem, and

help them to find other means of satisfying their desires.

This requires rare tact.

Two group tests are rno^e valid than a single score,

and where it is possible, it is advisable to give at least two

tests and take the composite scores into consideration. If
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the scores ajree, they indicate the rating of the child is

fairly reliable. If the scores disagree, it is necessary

to secure additional evidence before coming to a decision.

I£any intelligence tests are on the type of the

school examinations. Some are tests of plain knowledge, but

in many cases on the better tests, it is at least the knowledge

which the ordinary experiences of life have or should have

forced upon the individual, rather the knowledge which has

been acquired in school. Few children under the ordinary con-

ditions of town or country life have missed the experience

necessary for answering the questions. The problem is, to be

sure, put to the child by proxy, that is, words are substi-

tuted for the real situation. The situation is one to be im-

agined rather than actually met. Some failures are indeed

due not to the lack of appropriate behavior patterns but to a

lack of words or of their understanding or, perhaps, imagina-

tion. A premium is thus put upon verbal rather than practical

knowledge. This holds of course for the school examination as

well as for the tests. Just as laboratory methods have re-

leased somewhat the hold of verbal knowledge on the examina-

tion, so we see psychologists substituting deeds for words in

at least some of the tests.

The counselor should be aware of this problem for,

in interpreting the results of tests, this is significant.

The Stanford-3inet examination puts a premium on the special

abilities, linguistic and scholastic in nature. The counselor
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should be aware of this fact. Among the tests for the higher

age levels the oupils vocabulary and his knowledge of abstract

words, of the fluency of his verbal associations, of his

ability to read and to report upon What he has read, and his

ability, to understand fables have great v.
reight. Children

from homes where foreign language is spoken, or from homes

of certain social levels where there is little interest in

reading, or v/here conversation is limited in scope are at a

disadvantage in this test. The development of mental ability

might be considerable or.ly it has taken a different course.

For this reason, other tests of skill in performance, or prac-

tical ingenuity, etc. are being proposed in which linguistic

andj' in general, scholastic training does not play so large

a part. Even a child brought up in a cultural home may show

surprising slowness in the development of some single trait.

It is always necessary before coming to conclusions about his

mental development to take cognizance of other balancing fac-

tors. A perfectly normal child may be a year or so behind in

learning to talk. This often happens in the case of an only
#

child brought up vi th adults, and with one who has had little

association with other children. Such retardation may be over

come by subsequent acceleration when the child finally essays

speech.

Other elements should be taken into consideration

by the counselor besides the I. Q. in discovering the learning

capacity. Ke should investigate the special abilities of the
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3child, such as mechanical or musical ability. Also the child 1

interests, industry, and physical ability should he consid-

ered, as they are of paramount importance.

Group tests may he used to obtain a general picture

of the mental ability of a group. 'Then the results are applie

to individual persons, the trouble begins. If the results of

two or three group tests, correlate v/ith the teacher's esti-

mate and the child's achievement in school, we have a fairly

certain estimate of the child's ability. In cases where the

results of the tests do not correlate with either the teacher 1

estimate or the child's achievement, an individual test should

be given.

Group tests do not tend to be reliable when given to

nervous children, or to young children who are easily dis-

tracted. To these children as well as to our so called "pro-

blem children" an individual test should be given because, in

an individual test, external factors can, to a degree, be con-

trolled.

It is not a safe policy to organize ability groups

on the basis of mental tests alone. Let us suppose we have
«

three children whose I. Q,. is 100. One of these children has

a C. A. of 10 and a corresponding M. A. of 10; the second

<ihild a C. A. of 12 and a M. A. of 12; the third, a C. A. of

9 and a H. A. of 9. If these three children in the fifth

grade were grouped on the basis of ability only, they would

not be in a homogeneous group in any sense of the word.
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Children should be classified so that learning can ble

carried on effectively. The child's C. A., his social intell-

igence, health, development, Li. A., maturity, size, achieve-

ment, and personal history should be taken into consideration

in forming the grouped

The limitations of mental tests in Vocational C.ui»v
• *

dance are definite. We cannot say that because a man has a

certain I. Q.. that he should be a surgeon or a barber, All ,

v/e can say is that those who are successful and seem to be

happy in a certain occupation have a low, a medium, or a high

I. Q. V.'e can warn those who have a low ability and a high am-

bition that their intelligence alone will not bring them suc-

cess in that career.

The importance of intelligence as a factor should not

lead us to believe the other factors can be disregarded. The

others are important. Mental tests do not help us in discov-

ering soecial abilities such as music or mechanics, or atti-

tudes, or personality. We can administer special tests for majlky

of these, although as yet they are not too reliable.

* All agree that the tactless classroom teacher, un-

enlightened as to the purposes and uses of intelligence tests,

should not have access to the scores secured on the tests.

V/hen we come to the modern, and, v/e hope, enlightened teacher,

there is a disagreement. A group of educators feel that the

teacher, if she knows the scores of her children, will be temp-
i

ted to overlook the lower group because they are "dumb and
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couldn't learn anyway* •

Mental tests are one of the most important tools in

Guidance, but on the results of mental tests alone no decisions

should he made.
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Chapter IV - -Part II.

Tests of Specific Aptitude .

It is a common observation that we as individuals

are more capable in some forms of activities than in others.

Some excel in art, others in music, or in mathematics. ^-

The extent of such variation is an important fac-

tor in Guidance. If there is a wide variation, it is im-

portant that the individual discover his more outstanding

abilities rather than spend his life at activities which

exercise those abilities which he possesses in a smaller

measure. If there is little or no variation, the importance

of the choice of type of activity is greatly reduced. Hol-

1 • 2lingsworth and Dearborn believe specialized talent does

exist in.^eertain lines; notably music, drawing, and mechani-

cal ability.

Literature on Guidance and psychology is not with-

out support of the non-existence of specialized ability.

Jones3 believes that differences in capacity are caused by

differences in experience rather than caused by inherited

differences. "So far as Guidance is concerned, we agree

more with Kazlitt than with Hollingsworth. We rest upon the

assumption that abilities are not usually specialized, that

1. Hollingsworth, Leta, S. Gifted children; their Nature
and Nurture Macmillan 1926.

2. Dearborn, Walter F. Intelligence Testing Section I

3« Jones, Arthur Principles of Guidance page 48
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success in a certain group of related vocationc or schools

or studies is determined more by interests early developed,

"by facilities, by openings, by opportunities in the parti-

cular locality where the individual is located. Our present

knowledge, incomplete as it is, indicating as it does, the

possibilities of specialised abilities in music and art, ne-

cessitates constant watchfulness to detect indications of

special abilities in these lines even though they may not be

accompanied by general abilities in other lines of activity.

Hull2 first tested 107 first year high school pu-

pils by means of 35 standard psychological tests involvin

variety of functions. Three significant points were brought

out by his study.

1. The levels of abilities . of some indivi-

duals are more nearly similar than for other individuals.

2. The average variation in abilities is ap-

proximately 80^ as large as the variation in a group of per-

sons for any one trait.

3. The distribution of scores on tests v/hich

tend to measure different abilities of individuals approxi-

mate the normal curve.

ul

1. Jones, P. M. Principle of Guidance page 48

2. Hull, Clark Aptitude Testing

3. Koos, Leonard V. & Kefauver, Qranyson W. Page 414
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Extent and Nature of Variation of Abilities of Individual

~~T • :

"

Scale of vocational altitude efficienc y showing

an approximate distribution of the average persons voca-

tional aptitude potentialities. In this figure the apti-

tude of maximum efficiency is placed at three times that

of the least efficiency. 1

The significance of these findings have been well
v -

stated by Hull. "if subsequent investigation should show

that the above results hold true of genuine vocational ap-

titudes, it will mean that the average person has a variety

of occupational potentialities. Moreover these potentiali-

ties are distributed according to the normal law with a few

very weak aptitudes and a few very strong ones, but with

the great mass of a person's potentialities grouped about

midway between, 7/e have already seen reason to conclude

that the best person in a normal group is between three or

four times as efficient as the poorest. If the variability

within the individual is 80% as great as that, then the

average individual's best vocational potentiality must be

between two and one-half and three times as good as his

1. Hull, Clark Aptitude Testing page 48
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worst--. It is the task of aptitude testing to forecast

an individual's aptitude in advance of choice, so as to "be

able to guide him into a vocation that will correspond as

nearly as possible to his maximum potentiality,"-^

Smith believes success in a given line of work

is dependent upon

1. A certain knowledge that is supposed to

have been axquired in previous training. Success in Latin,

for example, may be dependent upon knowledge of English

grammar. Such grammar has supposedly been taught previous

to the beginning of work in Latin.

2. General ability or intelligence.

3. Special abilities, for instance, special

ability to learn music may be present to a greater degree

in some persons than in others.

4. Various traits of personality or charac-

ter, upon interest, upon certain habits of work, or upon

physical health. Other things being equal, the person who

has stick-to-it-iveness, who works hard, who is interested,

and who has the vitality of a healthy body can be supposed

to do more than the person who does not have these traits.

5. Environment is which the pupil lives and

works. Other things being equal, if the parents are educated

1. Hull, Clark Aptitude Testing page 48-49

2. Henry L. Smith, William Wright Tests & Measurements
page 463-
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and are interested in the child's work, if conditions of

study are favorable, and length of time for study suffi-

cient, the pupil will be more likely to succeed in school

work than if these factors were not present.

Theoretical Ratings of Pupils in Various Mft^anrfts nf Valnfl
in Prognosis Rating Obtained from True Measure in

Pupil -nixuv^ ^ ;aS ^ Zn x̂ . ^Sc^cl

A 1 1111 1*1
E 2 2 2 22 2=2
C 3 3 3 33 3=3
D 4 4444 4=4
E 5 5 5 55 5=5
F 6 6 6 66 6=6
G 7«7 7 77 7=7
H 8 8 8 88 8=8
I 9 9 9 99 9=9
J 10 10 10 10 10 10

=
10

A 1 1 4 10 9 3

B 4 2 3 8 7 6

c 6 3 6 7 4 5

D '5 4 2 9 1 10=?
E 8 5 14 8 2

F 10 6 9 2 10 8

& 9 7 8 1 2 1

H 2 8 10 3 3 4

1 3 9 5 5 5 9

- ?

- ?

= 9

r 9

J 7 10 7 66 7 = ?

1. Smith and Wright page 67
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Pupil A has rating of 1 highest in two measures and

rating of 10 lowest in another. Which one is more important

in determining what he will do in his Latin work? Will pupil

G whose ratings are on the average as good and whose rating

is 1 (highest) in "Environment" and "Traits of Personality"

do as well as pupil A in his Latin?

It is in the Junior High School that the first

choice in education for the child comes. This choice is im-

portant for him, for it helps to condition him to failure or

to success. Aptitude tests should help to decide where the

individual has a chance for success.

^

A. Academic Aptitude

Intelligence tests are specific aptitude tests in

that they measure capacity to do academic work.

Because of the general "belief at one time that stu-

dents unable to do academic work should be transferred to

shop subjects, the measurement of capacity to do mechanical

work received early consideration.

B. Mechanical Aptitude

Mechanical aptitude tests attempt to measure objec-

tively the ability to perform mechanical tasks.

1. Manipulative skills and speed in operation.

2. Muscular coordination.

3« Power to see.

4. Spatial relations.

1. Koos, Leonard V. & Kefauver, Grayson N. Guidance in the
Secondary School P^fie ^10
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The correlation between Mechanical Aptitude and

Intellisence is low, but v;e do not say negative for there is

a tendency for good traits to associate in the same person,

IV
J. L. Stenquist in 1918 put out the assembling

test for general mechanical ability. He has a correlation of

.20 to .30 with intelligence scores and approximately ,60

with school marks of teachers in mechanical subjects.

A second test of Mechanical Aptitude was put out

by Macquarrie. It is a paper test which undertakes to mea-

sure reaction, t ime speed, muscular coordination, and skill.

Macquarrie reports a correlation of .20 with general intelli-

gence and a correlation of .32 - .81 with teacher's esti-

mate of mechanical work.

The Detroit Mechanical Aptitude Test is a paper

test which tends to measure knowledge of tools, motor skills,

and visual activity.

Probably the most effective^ measure of Mechani-

cal Aptitude is the battery produced at the University of

Minnesota. These tests have been constructed and validated

with unusual care and give results that exceed those gener-

ally obtained between mental tests and success in academic

subjects

.

Dr. Fred Smith believes pupils should be admitted

to the trade school f rom the Junior High School on the basis

1. Stenouist, J. L. Measurement of Mental Ability
T. C. Con. to Ed. 1,30.1923

2. Koos and Kefauver page 312
3. Minnesota Ability Tests Patterson, Donald & Yerkes, R.
4. Smith, Fred C. Lecture HKI, Nov. 18, 1931 Harvard Uni.
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of mechanical ability.

Correlation between success in Trade School Courses?

Course I . Q, . Stenquist Macquarrie

Auto .05 .08 .15

Elect. .53 .23 .25

Machine .23 .65 .27

Cab. .16 .30 .63

Total .22 .45 .30

This table seems to indicate that mechanical abil-

ity is needed for success in trade school subjects—Also

that there is a definite need for intelligence in some

trades, especially electricity. The boy with low I.Q,. leav-

ing the Junior High School for the trade school should know

his chances for success in the electrical course are poor,

while in other courses his chances for success might be

better.

The Minnesota group believes that there are great

possibilities in salvaging individuals with low I. 3,.
1

s and

2
high mechanical abilities.

Trade Schools which attempt to have a high standing

and to turn out skilled workmen seem to have no place for the

individual with a low I. Q,.

It seems, however, the work of the trade school on

the Junior High School level is to take care of the pupils of

low I. Q. so that they might be helped to earn a living. The

more intelligent pupils who seem to^ mechanically inclined
1- SMth

f
Fred Lecture HKT

r
Hov. 18. 1Q11 Harvard

2. Minnesota Ability Tests. page 302
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should "be guided to Technical High Schools or to technical

schools of college level,

Koos and Kefauver-*- "believe mechanical aptitude

vtests are at least as effective in their field as mental tests

p
are in the academic field. The authors of the Minnesota

tests zo on to say that ore cannot expect, even on the assump-

tion that it is possible to devise a perfect test for mechani-

cal ability, that any instruments will predict with certainty

whether or not a particular individual will succeed in a given

line of work due to personality and attitude. One can only

say that if he passes the tests in a satisfactory manner he

possesses some qualifications for success in the work in ques-

tion, and that, in the main, individuals who show proficiency

in the tests are more likely to succeed than those who do not.

It may be said, too, that the better his ability is tested,

the better his chances for success; and conversely, and with

more confidence, that individuals who do not succeed in the

tests are not likely to succeed in the kinds of work considered,

since some elements evidently necessary for that success are

apparently lacking. It is generally conceded in the field of

vocational psychology that it is easier to predict failure

than success,

C, Linguistic Aptitude

Kaulfers-^ has reported on 612 correlations that

1. Koos, Leonard V. & Kefauver, Grayson N, page 5 15
2. Minnesota Ability Tests. page 9
3. Kau Ifers, Walter V, School Review 10/31. PP. 585-593
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have been published over a period of thirty years by forty-

six investigators. These investigators have related success

in foreign language with sixty- five different factors. Many

bases are only remotely related to work done in classes in

language

•

Correlation between Achievement in Foreign Language
and Various Factors

1

Factors

Individual school sub-

Median
Corre-
lation

Range of
Corre lations

Lower
Limits

Upper
Limits

Number of
Coeffi-
ents

jects .435 -.199 .98 195

Prognosis tests .60 .055 .85 58

Intelligence .365 -.04 .99 117

Standing at previous
stages in same language .64 .22 .87 70

Record in different for-
eign languages .47 .19 .83 29

High school average .51 .37 .57 6

Elementary school average .41 .3* .43 3

Character traits .66 .32 .76 6

The highest correlation is .66 and is obtained for

rating of character traits; the second highest .64 is for

standing at previous stages in same language; and the third

highest is for correlation of .60 for prognosis tests.

Few prognostic tests have been preuared f&r modern
I 2

language at Junior High School level. Symonds, P.M. The

1. Koos & Kefauver page 316 taken from Kaulfers 1 School
Review 10/3

1

2. Teachers College Record, (fclumbia University pages 540-556
March lQ^Q ===_=^=
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Foreign Language Prognosis Test utilizes Esperanto. Two tests

of a somewhat different contention are available. Symonds re-

ports an average correlation of .71 for a combination of

tests A and B.

The Modern Language Prognosis Test by M. A. Lauria

and J. S. Orleans 1 is similar to Orleans-Solomon Latin Prog-

nosis Test. French and Spanish are used on the test. Ade-

quate evaluative data are not available. A correlation of

.75 i £ estimated for the test.

The few tests named are among the best available

for the purposes of prognosis. The appraisal of such tests

in comparison to other means of prognosis is given by Koos

and Kefauver^" when they say "actual achievement in the sub-

ject itself if measured by a reliable and valid means, possi-

bly gives a better index of prospective success than a meas-

ure of intelligence, aptitude, or collateral academic abil-

ity." Koos and Kefauver believe that this observation, if

substantiated, should favor the so-called general language

or exploratory course for guidance purooses, provided the

method and content thereof are conductive to real experience

in foreign language work rather than mere play level activ-

ity. 3

The range of correlations is disconcerting. Kaul-

fers concludes that^ 11

. . .when the range of the coefficients in

>

1. Published by World Book Company
2. Koos & Kefauver page 318
3. Koos & Kefauver page 318
4. Kaulfers, Walter V. School Review 10/31 page 585
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almost every case runs all the way from positive to negative,

from significant to worthless, the question of the relative

value of the various criteria for the purposes of educational

prognosis becomes more befuddled that clarified." He goes on

to say "the correlations between achievement in foreign lan-

guage and any specific predictive criterion will probably al-

ways vary with differences in courses of study, method of in-

struction, and nature of class personnel. This • conclusion

implies that no prognostic basis can be expected to yield a

consistant and universal degree of reliability in prediction

until foreign language work itself is definitely standardized

with respect to aim, content, method, and norms of achieve-

ment." 1

Henmon2 agrees with Kaulfers for he says "it is

not likely that any single test will ever be found to reveal

the aptitude, for Foreign Language or serve as a basis for pre-

diction of achievement."

Probably the difficulties in 'prognosis of linguis-

tic abilities come from the limitations of the tests themselves.

1 . In the first place, abilities in foreign lan-

guage invloves the ability to read, to write, to speak, and to

understand the language when spoken. The ability to speak or

to understand spoken language is not tested.

2 . Achievement and progress in foreign l?Jiguage

1. Kaulfers, V.
ralter V. School Review 10/31. page 592

2. Heniiion, V.A.C. Prognosis Tests in Modern Foreign Language.
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are determined not only by linguistic capacity "but "by other

traits as well. Here as well as in mechanical work personality

and interests seem to play a large part*

The Orleans-Solomon Latin Prognosis Test"'" is proba-
h

bly the most effective measure available for predicting suc-

cess in Latin. It is a nine-test battery which requires fifty

minutes for administration, in six of which the pupil is given

simple Latin lessons and the results of his efforts are tested.

The test was given to three hundred pupils in six schools and

gave criterion the average of teachers* marks and .-scores

in objective achievement test at the close of the, first semes-

ter — which "varied somewhat from place to place but the

median correlation was slightly over .80. In only one in-

3
stance was the correlation lower than .75*

"

D. Musical Aptitude

Five elements which constitute an important part of

the special capacity of a musician were found by Carl E.

Seashore^ of the University of Iowa. They are:

1. Pitch discrimination

2. Intensity discrimination

3« Time sense
v

4. Consonance appreciation

5. Tonal memory

1. Or leans, J. S. & Solomon, M. Latin Prognosis Test Pub. by
World Book Co.

2. Seashore, Carl E. Psychology of Musical Talent
Silver Burdett & Co. 1919.

3« Henmon, V. A. C. page 23

4. Koos & Kevauver page 317
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Tests were made up on phonograph records and stand-

ards were found. Because of the simplicity of the giving of

these tests they could be given as part of the group testing

project in a Junior High School. This would stimulate inter-

est in the search for talent and effort in the conservation

of the talent on the part of all concerned. This would cause

a wholesome awakening (among the pupils) to a recognition of

talent.

Below are charts of the results of these tests

given to three different pupils. The first chart shows a

pupil who is musically talented and who should be encouraged

to continue his study of music. The second chart is one of

a pupil who is not talented. He is mediocre and if he wishes

to study music as an avocation he could gain by it, but he

would never become a musician. The third chart shows a pupil

who is musically deficient and who had better devote his time

and money to charitable purposes than waste it on a musical

education.

^

1. Educational Measurement Review, Jan. 1925 How Musical
Talent is Measured page 56
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E • Artistic Aptitude

Few tests have been published that attempt to mea-

sure aptitude in art.

Tests in Fundamental Abilities of Visual Art

by A.S. Luverenz (1927)."*" This test contains subtests as

follows: Recognition of proportion, Originality of line

drawing, Observation of light and shade, Knowledge of subject

matter, Visual memory of proportion, Analysis in angular per-

spective, and Recognition of color. Some of these tests are

scored subjectively and others, objectively. Because of this,

the test contains difficulties in validation.

* 2
Meier and Seashore made a test where the pupils

pick out the better of two pictures. To aid him in comparison

1t&e point wherein they differ is stated.

Since there is no definite agreement as to just what

does ability in art consist, no predictions can be made upon

the basis of these tests 'alone. If the pupil has made a high

score he possesses one or some of the abilities which apparent-

ly are necessary in the study of art.

F. Clerical Aptitude

Toops^says "Clerical ability so far as can be deter-

mined from our investigation, is not unique in the sense that

mechanical ability is, that is, clerical ability is highly

1. Published by So.Cal. School Book Depository, Lose Angeles
2. Meier, N.C. & Seashore, C.E. Art Judgment Test Bureau ef

Educational Research & Service. University of Iowa.
3. Toops, Herbert A. Technique for Vocational G-uidance as

investigated by the Institute for Educational Research
Vocation Guidance Bulletin page 90
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related to intelligence, although there ate some specific

factors making for clerical success that are not measured

by intelligence Thus at the age of thirteen or fourteen

clerical ability is not sharply distinguished from general

academic or intellectual ability. 1

Thurstone 1 seems to agree with Toops for he says,

" I do not believe that office work has any special abili-

ties that have been so far demonstrated."

Johnson <V Connor2 believes in specialized abili-

ties which can be determined by testing in the clerical

field as well as in other fields.
*

Of course there are tests that indicate manipu-

lative skill, etc. so that if a child is leaving the Junior

High School assistance might be given to the child to help

him find what abilities he has which might aid him to hold-

ing a clerical job.

G-. Summary

.

Aptitude testing at the present time is

almost a trial and error matter.

3

To summarize, it could be said:

1. Aptitude tests in different subjects

give a higher measure of relationship -with success in the

school subjects that can be obtained b
t

general intelligence

te st

.

2. Knowledge of the probabilities for

T~. Thurstone Standard Tests~~for Office Workers Journal
of Applied .Psychology September 1919

2. O'Connor, Johnson Born That Way
3« Symonds, P. M. Measurement jb Secondary Education
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success is of such signal importance to students in consid-

eration of the choice of subjects as to make a careful

prognostic measurement exceedingly desirable.

3. Because of the fact there is no agree-

ment as to v/hat constitutes special ability in each subject,

different tests of the same subject often test different

things.

4. If a child rates high in a given test,

it can be said he appears to hs&e one or some of the capa.c-

ities apparently needed. If he rates low, the chances are

there is a definite lack of one or some of the capacities

desirable.

5. Aptitude t ests do not measure in any way

interest or personality.

Because at Junior High School age, pupils are im-

mature and undeveloped, it is hard to say just what their

interests and capacities are.





CO

III. Standard Achievement and Diagnostic Tests

Standard tests have many advantages over teacher

made tests in that

1. Test items are apt to be better stated.

a. Test answers are always to be given in the

same way.

for the test.

b. A definite precise length of time is given

c. Much greater resoursefulness is used in de«

vising' statements to measure desired outcome.

2. Diagnostic tests may be expected to sample all

important processes in materials covered because of more care«

ful analysis which precedes construction of the test. Often

the teacher is enabled to find out exactly where the weakness

of the child's work is.

3# Norms are an aid in interpreting the scores.

(

.They help the teacher to place her class in relation to J.ie

classes in the same subject the country over. She should not

be content if her group median compares favorably with the es.

tablished norm — for it is safe to say norm doer, not repre-

sent what children could do under best of guidance."*" She

should attempt to teach the individual to attain a degree of

efficiency in various subjects which when measured by tests

should orove to be above established norm. *"

1. The Standardized Test as Aid in Individual Diagnosis.
Educational Method l/31 page 231
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Some of the lumitations of standard tests are:

1. Published norms are sometimes erroneously in-

terpreted as goals or standards.

a. Often the teacher fails to take into con-

sideration the ability of her group.

"b. We cannot assume that a person doing work

up to norm is doing satisfactory work.

c. V<e cannot ascuine the class is doing satis-

factory work when the average is up to the norm.

2. The tests are new and test only the formal

side of education.

3. Because the score is sometimes wrongly taken

as a measure of their success, the teachers are apt to

place their emphasis upon the work tested, the formal side.

Teachers shape the course so that the child will have a

high rating on a certain test.

4. Achievement tests are valid only when they

measure the outcome of the teaching— only when the con-

tents of the course and of the test coincide.

The Cooperative Testing Service of the Education-

al Records Bureau is extending its testing service into the

Junior High School. It is planning a yearly service where-

by schools may cooperate by giving each year a "standard"

test in each subject—a new form to be prepared for each

year.

It may be that this will be the type of testing
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service that will "be used in the future, as it aims to "build

up a testing of an idea which is not planned for in the

ordinary standardized tests.

Values for guidance .

As far as guidance is concerned these objective

tests are helpful, for they allow us to compare objectively

one child's work with another's or one child's work with

work previously done by him. Any objective comparison is

helpful in guidance.
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Diagnostic tests are an aid In preventing failure,

for by them the counselor or individual teacher can find the

reason for failure and by remedial Instruction often remove

it.

Often times pupils who have failed in their subject

work and yet do creditably in a standard test are allowed to

proceed on trial in that subject.

IV. Measurement and Rating of Character

The measurement of character is generally conceded

to be of major importance, but measures in this field are

most difficult to construct. A factor in this difficulty is

the uncertainty as to what constitutes character. The litera-

ture on the subject abounds with reference to "character

traits" inferring the existence of traits that may be developed

and applied to all situations."
1
" Illustrative of these traits

are industry, initiative, cooperation, honesty, etc. Hart-

shorne and May attempted to measure character by a sampling

of conduct of the individual, but they did not find evidence

to support existence of such traits.

Adult trait of "reliability" includes reactions to

a large number of situations. We do not all agree as to what

reliability really Is. Such traits as "reliability," honesty

or initiative are adult abstractions and do not exist as

1. Koos & Kefauver page 347
2. Hart shorne, Hugh, May, Mark A. , and Shuttleworth, Frank K.

,

Studies in the Organization of Character. Macmillan Co.
1930 pages 362-367
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separate entities. Adult conceptions of these reactions are

drawn from reactions to multiple situations. Reports of stu-

dents who "behave one way for school and quite another for

home or playground are all too frequent.

Proponents of character trait marking may claim the

same situation prevails in certain academic subjects. Wri-

tings^" upon unreliability of teacher's marks in certain aca-

demic fields are familiar; still,use of standardized tests

and scales has "been found to have a stabilizing effect in

academic fields. The field of Character Education has few such

stabilizing instruments. Our experience with ratings in the

academic field should sound a warning against headlong accep-

tance of labeling children as being A, B, C, or D in certain

comprehensive traits in which even adult standards fluctuate.

Character measurement tests at present are not suit-

p
able for use in the Junior High School, because

1* There is no agreement as to what constitutes

character.

2. It is not possible at present for records of

character to be used openly without the introduction of atti-

tudes of praise or blame — in other words, without gossip.

3. If any set of records which is now practicable

to obtain did constitute a fair and accurate measure of

1 character, we are not yet sufficiently in control of social

1, Educational Method Dec. 1930 Is the Rating or Marking
of Character Traits Practicable? page 161

2, Koos & Kefauver pages 347-50
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opinions and attitudes to run the risk of exposing a child to

the glare of scorn or applause which would "be directed upon

him if his character records were generally known.

Character rating scales are more widely used. They

represent attempt at generalization from the conduct of in-

dividuals in particular situations which the persons making

the rating have had opportunity to observe. Such ratings

are often secured on scales intended to improve the reliability

of opinion or judgment rendered, hut they are none the less

opinions. Hartshorne, May, and Shuttlewortb3 have recom-

mended the use of opinions in comprehensive character ratings.

Quite often the practice is to have each teacher

dealing with the child make out a rating sheet and then the

entire profile is graphed on one sheet showing the composite

profile. This is of help to the counselor "because it shows

what the people dealing Tttth the child think of him. It khows

wherein they agree and wherein they disagree.

2Rating scales are needed:

1. for "better understanding of children's "behavior,

particularly undesirable behavior.

2. for stimulating, directing, and improving re-

search in the behavior problems of children.

3. because under wise guidance results obtained

from use of scales reveal more objectively the factors in a

1. Hartshorne,Hugh, May, Mark A., & Shutt leworth, Frank K.
Studies in Organization of Character. Macmillan Co. 1930
page 369

2. Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Behavior Rating Schedules Manual
oa^e 1. World Book Co. 1930

f
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particular behavior problem.

4. for their scales give a clearer picture of both

weaknesses and assets of the individual which may be used as

a basis for a program of reconstructive education.

Because of the errors in character ratings, Ruch &

Stoddard"1
* were discouraged over studies of validity of

rating scales and state "the widespread popular use of -ratings

can only be explained on the basis of ignorance of the limita-

tions of the method and lack of a better measure."

Haggerty-Olson-V/ickman 1 s Behavior Rating Schedules

2Manual- admits this fact and says scales should only be used *

with the same responsibility an intelligent physician assumes

when prescribing medical treatment for a patient. They frank-

ly state the limitations of their test and go on to say "any

instrument which furthers understanding of a child should be

available to all who can make intelligent use of it."

Haggerty-Olson-Wickman* s Behavior Rating Schedules

seem to give an interesting profile. It is, however, probably

not applicable to general use in the public school because of

the time required to rate the child adequately on the scale.

A shorter scale similar to the New York scale is

probably better adapted to use in the public schools since

time is a definite limitation.

1. Ruch,G-.M. & Stoddard, G-e orge Tests & Measures in high
school instruction. World Book Co. page 313

2. Haggerty-Olson-Wickman Behavior Rating Schedules Manual
World Book Co. 1930 page 1
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Behavior Rating

SCHEDULE A: BEHAVIOR PROBLEM RECORD
Score.

Name Scho°l

Rating by Date ,
19 Grade

Directions for Using

Schedule A

Below is a list of behavior problems sometimes found in chil-

dren. Put a cross (X) in the appropriate column after each

item to designate how frequently such behavior has occurred

in your experience with this child. A cross should appear in

some column after each item. The numbers are to be disregarded

in making your record. They are for use in scoring.

Behavior Problem

Frequency of Occurrence

Score
Has never
occurred

Has occurred

once or twice

but no more

Occasional
occurrence

Frequent
occurrence

Disinterest in School Work
A
4 7

Cheating 4 6 7

4 6 7

Lying 4 6 7

Defiance to Discipline 4 6 7

Marked Overactivity 8 12 14

Unpopular with Children 8 12 14

Temper Outbursts 8 12 14

Bullying 8 12 14

Speech Difficulties 8 12 14

Imaginative Lying 12 18 21

Sex Offenses 12 18 21

Stealing 12 18 21

Truancy 12 18 21

Obscene Notes, Talk, or Pictures 12 18 21

Directions for scoring. Transfer the numbers you have

marked for the different items to the right-hand column, headed

"Score." Add the numbers to secure the total score, and record

the total in the upper right-hand corner of this sheet.

r i Total Score.

SCHEDULE B:

Name-

School-

Rating by-

Behavior Rating

BEHAVIOR RATING SCALE
Score

Division I

Division II

Division III

Division IV

Total

_ Grade

Date 19—

DIVISION n

8. Is he slovenly or neat in personal appearance ?

Unkempt,
Very slovenly

(5)

Rather
negligent

(4)

Inconspicuous

(2)

Is concerned
about dress

(1)

Behavior Rating

Score

Fastidious,

Foppish
(3)

Directions for Using

Schedule B

1. Do not consult anyone in making your judgments.

2. In rating a person on a particular trait, disregard every other trait but

that one. Many ratings are rendered valueless because the rater allows

himself to be influenced by a general favorable or unfavorable impression

that he has formed of the person.

3. When you have satisfied yourself as to the standing of this person in the

trait on which you are rating him, indicate your rating by placing a cross

(X) immediately above the most appropriate descriptive phrase.

4. If you are rating a child, try to make your ratings by comparing him with

children of his own age.

5. The masculine pronoun (he) has been used throughout for convenience.

It applies whether the person whom you are rating is male or female.

6. In making your ratings, disregard the small numbers which appear below

the descriptive phrases. They are for use in scoring.

DIVISION I

1. How intelligent is he ? Score

Feeble-

minded
Dull Equal of average

child on street

1

Bright
T

Distracted: Jumps
rapidly from one
thing to another

(5)

Difficult to

keep at task
until completed

(4)

Attends
adequately

(3)

Is absorbed
in what he

does

CD

Able to hold
attention for

long periods

(2)

4. Is he slow or quick in thinking ?

Extremely
slow

(5)

Sluggish,

Plodding
(4)

Thinks with
ordinary speed

(2)

Agile-

minded
CD

Exceedingly
rapid

(3)

6. Is he slovenly or careful in his thinking ?

Very slovenly

and illogical

(5)

Inexact,

A dabbler

(4)

Moderately
careful

(2)

Consistent
and logical

(i)

Precise

(3)

6. Is he mentally lazy or active ?

^"Interests
lazy and inert

(5)

Lethargic,

Idles along

(3)

Is ordinarily

active

(2)

Eager

(i)

7. Is he indifferent or does he take interest in things ?

Is indifferent,

Unconcerned

(5)

—
7~T.

Uninquisitive,
Rarely
interested

(4)

Displays usual
curiosity and

interest

(D

1

Interests

are easily

aroused

(2)

Shows hyper-
activity

(4)

r
.

Has consuming
interest in almost

everything

(3)

Total, Division /_

9. How does he impress people with his physique and bearing ?

Repulsive

(5)

Makes an
unfavorable
impression

(4)

Generally un-
noticed physique

and bearing

(3)

Makes a
favorable

impression

(2)

10. Can he compete with others on a physical basis?

Weak and
handicapped

(5)

Has some physical
difficulties

(3)

Can hold
his own

(2)

Is stronger
than most

(D

11. What is his physical output of energy?

Extremely
sluggish

(5)

Slow in

action

(3)

Moves with
required speed

(2)

Energetic,

Vivacious

a)

(5) (4)

2. Is he abstracted or wide awake ?

(3) (2) (1)

1 1

Continually Frequently Usually Wide- Keenly
absorbed in becomes present- awake alive and

himself abstracted minded alert

(5) (4) (2) (1) (3)

3. Is his attention sustained ?

12. Is he easily fatigued ?

Shows quick
exhaustion

(4)

Does not have
ordinary
endurance

(3)

Endures
satisfactorily

(i)

Rarely shows
fatigue

(2)

Excites
admiration

(i)

Has excep-
tional strength

(4)

Over-active,

Hyperkinetic,

Meddling
(4)

Unusually
vigorous

and robust

(5)

13. How does he impress you with regard to masculine or feminine traits ?

(Note. If subject is male, rate on first line

;

if female, use second line.)

Is a "sissy"
1

Slightly Has average Very Entirely masculine,
effeminate boy qualities masculine A "buck"

(5) (3) (D (2) (4)

A "tomboy"
!

Somewhat
1

Has average
1

Quite
1

A "coquette,"
boyish girl qualities feminine "Clinging vine"

(5) (4) (2) (i) (3)

14. Does he lack nerve, or is he courageous?

1

White-livered, Gets Will take reason- Resolute Daredevil
Fearful "cold feet" able chances

(4) (3) (D (2) (5)

Total, Division II-

I 4 1



Behavior Rating

DIVISION III

15. Is he quiet or talkative ?

Speaks very
rarely

(3)

Usually
quiet

(1)

Upholds his

end of talk

(2)

Talks more than
his share

(4)

Jabbers

(5)

16. Is his behavior (honesty, morals, etc.) generally acceptable to ordinary social

standards ?

Unacceptable,
Extreme
violations

(5)

Occasional
violations

(4)

Ordinarily
acceptable

(3)

Always
acceptable

(1)

Bends backward,
Very rigid

standards

(2)

Score

17. What are his social habits ?

Lives almost
entirely to

himself

(4)

Follows few
social

activities

(3)

Pursues usual

social activities

and customs

CD

Actively

seeks social

pleasures

(2)

Prefers social

activities to

all else

(5)

18. Is he shy or bold in social relationships ?

Painfully
self-conscious

(4)

Timid,
Frequently
embarrassed

(2)

Self-conscious

on occasions

en

Confident
in himself

(3)

Insensitive to

social feelings

(5)

19. Is his personality attractive ?

Repulsive

(5)

Disagreeable

(4)

Unnoticed,
Colorless

(3)

Colorful

(2)

Magnetic

(1)

20. How does he accept authority ?

(5)

Critical of

authority

(4)

Ordinarily
obedient

(3)

1

Respectful,
Complies
by habit

(i)

Entirely resigned,

Accepts all

authority

(2)

2l. How flexible is he ?

Stubborn,
Hidebound,

Nonconformist

(5)

Slow to accept

new customs
and methods

(3)

Conforms
willingly as

necessity arises

(2)

~
1

Quick to accept

new customs
and methods

a)

Easily persuaded,
Flaccid,

Unstable

(4)

22. Is he rude or courteous ?

Rude,
Insulting,

Insolent

(5)

I

Sometimes
unmannerly,

Saucy
(4)

Observes general

conventions of

civility and respect

(3)

Courteous,
Gracious

(i)

23. Does he give in to others or does he assert himself ?

Never asserts

self,

Servile

(5)

Generally
yields

(4)

Holds his own,
Yields when
necessary

(1)

Assertive

(2)

Elegant

(2)

Insistent,

Obstinate

(3)

24. What tendency has he to criticize others ?

Never
criticizes

(3)

Rarely
criticizes

(1)

[

Comments on
outstanding weak-
nesses or faults

(2)

Has a

critical

attitude

(4)

Extremely
critical.

Rarely approves

(5)

Total, Division III-

I 5 1

Behavior Rating

division rv

25. Is he even-tempered or moody ?
Score

Stolid,

Rare changes
of mood

(3)

Generally
very even-
tempered

(i)

Is happy or
depressed as

conditions warrant
- (2)

Strong and
frequent changes

of mood
(4)

~~ r.
Has periods of

extreme elations

or depressions

(5)

26. Is he easily discouraged or is he persistent?

Melts before

slight obstacles

or objections

(5)

Gives up before

adequate
trial

(3)

Gives
everything
a fair trial

(1)

Persists until

convinced of

mistake

(2)

Never
gives in,

Obstinate

(4)

27. Is he generally depressed or cheerful?

Dejected,
Melancholic,
In the dumps

(3)

Generally
dispirited

(4)

Usually in

good humor

(1)

\

Cheerful,

Animated,
Chirping

(2)

Hilarious

(5)

28. Is he sympathetic ?

Inimical,

Aggravating,
Cruel

(5)

Unsympathetic,
Disobliging,

Cold
(4)

Ordinarily
friendly and

cordial

(2)

Sympathetic,
Warm-hearted

(i)

i

Very
affectionate

(3)

29. How does he react to frustrations or to unpleasant situations ?

Very submissive,
Long-suffering

(3)

Tolerant,

Rarely
blows up

(2)

Generally
self-controlled

(1)

Impatient

(4)

'. J .

Easily irritated,

Hot-headed,
Explosive

(5)

30. Does he worry or is he easy-going ?

i
:

Constantly worrying
about something,

Has many anxieties

(4)

I

Apprehensive,
Often worries

unduly

(2)

Does not
worry without

cause

(1)

Easy-going

(3)

Entirely care free,

Never worries,

Light-hearted

(5)

31. How does he react to examination or to discussion of himself or his problems ?

Refuses flatly

to cooperate

(5)

Volunteers
nothing,

Must be pumped
(3)

Conservatively
cooperative

(2)

I

Quite willing

to cooperate

(i)

Entirely uninhibited,

Tells everything,

Enjoys it

(4)

32. Is he suspicious or trustful ?

Very suspicious,

Distrustful

(5)

Has to be
assured

(3)

Generally
unsuspicious

and trustful

(i)

Somewhat
gullible

(2)

Accepts every-

thing without
question

(4)

33. Is he emotionally calm or excitable ?

No emotional re-

sponses, Apathetic,

Stuporous

(4)

Emotions
are slowly
aroused

(2)

Responds
quite

normally

(1)

Is easily

aroused

(3)

Extreme reactions,

Hysterical,

High-strung

(5)

34. Is he negativistic or suggestible ?

Negativistic,

Contrary
(5)

Complies
slowly

(4)

Is generally

open-minded
(i)

Rather easily

persuaded

(2)

Follows any
suggestion

(3)

35. Does he act impulsively or cautiously ?

Impulsive, Bolts,

Acts on the spur
of the moment

(5)

Frequently
unreflective

and imprudent

(4)

Acts with
reasonable

care

(2)

I

Deliberate

(1)

Very cautious
and calculating

(3)

Total, Division IV-

[ 6 ]



New York Rating Scale for School Habits
By E. L. Cornell, W. W. Coxe, and J. S. Orleans

Of the Educational Measurements Bureau, New York State Department of Education

Name School

Age Grade Date
Years Months Month Year

Attention

Extreme inability

to give attention

to task.

Neatness

Exceedingly careless

in written work.

Honesty

Always tries to get

credit for work

done by others.

Interest

Shows no interest

in any school work.

Initiative

Makes no contribution

to class work

even when urged.

Ambition

No desire to continue

his education.

Persistence

Gives up working

as soon as he meets

the slightest difficulty.

Reliability

Never does work for which

he has accepted responsi-

bility, without being per-

sistently followed up.

Stability

Extreme unevenness

in daily achievement.

Usually pays attention

;

can be distracted.

Written work fair

in general appearance.

Will assume credit

not earned,

when in a tight place.

Can be interested

in school work by use

of ordinary incentives.

Occasionally makes contribu-

tions to class work and is

pleased when he does, but is

usually satisfied to follow.

Willing to continue

his education under

favorable circumstances.

Will work to overcome

difficulty if the labor

is not great.

Will carry out responsibilities

unless something interferes.

No marked unevenness

in daily achievement.

Always pays very close

attention while studying

or during class periods.

Unusually painstaking in

general appearance and

details of written work.

Never assumes credit

for work unless cer-

tain he has earned it.

Genuinely interested

in all school

work for its own sake.

Always attempts

to contribute

to class work.

Exceedingly eager to con-

tinue his education even

in the face of difficulties.

Will not give up until

he has solved all diffi-

culties or is exhausted.

Can be depended upon

always to carry out

responsibilities accepted.

Same quality and quantity

of work from day to day.

Published by World Book Company, Yonkera-on-Hudson, New York, and 2126 Prairie Avenue, Chicago

Copyright 1927 by World Book Company. Copyright in Great Britain

All rights reserved, ceo : RS8H- 2

PRINTEO IN V.3.A.



Rating Scale

TEACHER'S NOTES

|
teaches 1^ pupi, ^ Grftdes

(Teacher's name)
"

' I has taught
|

in the following subjects :

Check the statements that apply, or add others to indicate how you

have gained your knowledge of the child.

I have had a personal interview with this pupil.

T have visited the pupil's home.

I have conferred with the pupil's parents.

I have conferred with the pupil's previous teachers or the principal.

I have carefully observed this pupil in school but outside of class work.





-66-

The American Council Personality rating scale is

one of the finest type. On it the teacher marks a certain

degree of a personality trait and then gives instances that

support his judgment of the degree. This scale is probably

not applicable to general use in the public schools be-

cause of the time necessary for filling it out.

Character rating scales give promise of practical

value. They have a high relationship with success, and

when they are combined with measures of ability, they yield

a higher relationship with achievement than measures of

1
ability considered alone.

1. Koos & Kefauver page 262





-67-

V. Health Guidance

Health is one of the cardinal objectives of edu-

cation. Due to the fact that poor health can play such a

large part in maladjustment, a careful examination is es-

sential for the planning of programs of activities to pro-

mote good health, for some physical weaknesses might he

found which should he taken into consideration in the plan-

ning of an educational program or in planning for a vaca-

tion. Social maladjustment and emotional instability often

have physical bases. Attention to health often brings a-

bout a happier student, more successfully and better ad-

justed.

Physical examinations should be conducted by

competent physicians. The counselor should report any de-

ficiencies to parents who in most cases will provide the

medical attention necessary. If the parents are unable to

furnish the medical attention necessary, it is up to the

school to provide it.



%
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Cliapter V.

Investigation of the Use of Tests and Pleasure merits

in the Providence Plan of Guidance .

I. Intelligence Tests,

In Providence each child is given a group in-

telligence test in the kindergarten, first, third, sixth,

ninth, and twelfth grades. Thus, when a child enters the

Junior High schools, he has three or four ratings on group

intelligence tests. Individual tests are given, of course, to

special problem cases.

This rating is used "by the counselor as a help in

grading and classification as explained on pages 2 ^ and

it is used as a help to point to those who should be guided

into a job (see page 34- ); it is a basis negatively for the

choice of curriculum, subject, and job.





-69-

Chapter V.

I I . Subject Tests in Providence, Rhode Island.

At the beginning of the term each child is tested

by a battery of objective tests based on the previous term's

work. The tests, made by the testing expert in the central

office, are made on the basis of suggestive questions sent

her by the teacher and on the basis of the work in the

textbook. A sample of the tests given in the Providence

Junior High School, February, 1933, are included here.

These tests are given in home room groups at the

beginning of the term, and all the teachers in the school

cooperate in correcting them.

Formerly, these tests were given at the end of

the term, but this practice seemed to have an undesirable

effect upon:

1. The pupils because

a. They were emotionally upset by a test

for the purpose of grading at the end

of the term.

b. A test of achievement is an incentive

to cheating.

2. The teacher because

a. She felt her teacning was being tested,

and therefore coached her pupils before

the test on the type of questions he
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• DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Providence, Rhode Island ( 52 ) Total Score =

Teohnioal Grammar

Grade 7A (Work of Grade 7B)

Name
|

Age yrs., mos., Grade

i School

I, Subject and Pred loate

Directions : Underline the complete subjeot in each of the following sentences with a
single line. Underline the complete predicate with a double line.

Sample ; Down the hill tumbled Jack and Jill.

1. From the camp came the faint sound of music.
2. Under the lilac bush in the garden lay the children's toys.

3. Did that country boy win the prize?
4. In September and October the hills are scarlet and brown.
5. What will he do to us?
6. Did you watch that elephant playing ball with his trainer?
7. How calm, how quiet was his rustic home!
8. Through the arch could be seen a long grape-arbor.
9. At the outbreak of the war, there was no desire for suoh frivolity.

10. In the best books great men talk to us.

II. Phrases

Directions : Underline the adjeotive and adverbial phrases in the following sentences
and designate by checking in the proper column at the right whether the phrase is used
as an adjeotive or an adverbial modifier. A sample is done for you.

Adjective Adverbial

Sample : Writing materials lay on the desk . ^
11. His actions reflected discredit on all athletics.
12. Frank is brighter than any other boy in his class.
13. Has the story of the gallant knight been read?
14. During the night I heard a strange sound.

15. The cherry trees in the orchard are now blossomed.
16. They came into our house and asked no questions.
17. With a little clay he made a useful lamp.

18. The old furniture of the shops was repaired and later sold.

19. Nothing is so distressing as a strain upon the eyes.

20. The books on the top shelf are rare old prints.

21. One bright morning in late May we were awakened early.

22. The letter was from a very particular friend.

23. The leave 8 of the book were yellow and torn.

24. The brother of Riohard the king usurped the throne.
25. A little brown squirrel lives in the woods.

26. I met your cousin at the beach yesterday.
27. Honor is the subject of his story.



III. Part 8 of Speech

Directi ons : Name the part of apeeoh to which the underlined word in eaoh of the follow-
ing sentences belongs. A sample is done for you.

Sample t My unole goes south every winter. /WlJf

28. Please come here quickly.

29. Pshaw] It was there all the timej

30. Italy is in the southern part of Europe.

31. Bill and Jim walked under the ladder.

32. His arm was broken,

33. James stood but he didn't say a word.

34. The boy took a beautiful picture of the eclipse.

35. Beauty is much desired.

36. Whom do you wish to see?

37. It was done and over with in a twinkling.

38. You oannot go without them .

39. The boy caught an owl.

40. He and his young friend shouted with delight.

41. A mighty roar of wind came booming over the waves.

42. He did not start because of the heavy fall of snow.

43. I wonder if Captain Kidd ever told anybody where the chart was.

44. He gave the king his unhesitating obedienoe.

I

45. Thor and Woden have given their names to two of our week-days.

46. A blood red sun was setting behind rose colored olouds.

47. The boy who came late had a note from his parents. _____________

48. Augustus was the first emperor.

49. We are planning to go to_ Boston by the bus.

50. Either Bertha or Martha must remain at home.

^ 51. The night was very cold and everyone hurried on his way.

52. Our class is tremendously fond of science.



Department of Public Schools
Previde "ice, Rhode Island

. January, 1933

ICey for Technical ifeaanaf'

Grade 7A (YJork of rade 78)

I. Subject and Iredioate.

1. Fron the cai p cane the faint sound iausic.

4.

10.

H.'
12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

IF,

3 9.

20.

21,

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27,

Under the lilac : a.is' i in The fy.rd^n lay the children' s boys.

s c ar 1 • t and b r oi n.

Did that country hey win the prize?

InS^pte: her and October the hills ar

V.hat vail" he do to us?

6, Did you watch that elephant claying h;ll with h|s trainer?

7, How caln, how quiet" was hi s rustic he :.:<=.

8, Through the arch could seen a long; grape arbor,

9. At the outbreak of the wor , ther^ was no ae sire for si

TrT

~
the text books 'Teat r:en talk to us.

II. Phrases ("C"

the <

on all athletics

.6 used in place of

teck :i«rk for convenience*)
Adj. Adv.

in class
of the gallant knight
Purine the rd/'jat

in the orchard
into oar house
h'ith aTittle clay
of the sliois
upon the °ye

s

on the top shi If

in late ..lay

(or) on- bright :aorning

fror. a part icular friend
of the book
of Richard t ar Ai ;ig

In the wo ods
at the t " a oh

of his story

28.

29.
"0.

31.

32.

33,

34.

35.

36.
3".

38.
7C

40,

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

46.

49.

50.

51.

52,

IX:

frivolity.
C-v.Hi

correct if

"there" has
'

single or double
lines as this
is taken in a

later rr'adc.

Parts Of 3pe ech

adverb
it terjection
noim (proper)

preposition
pronoun
conjunction
adjective
noun
pr-onoun

verb
pronoun
adjective or

(article)
adjective
'oreposition
conjunction
pronoun
adjective
noun
adjective
pronoun
verb
preposition
conjunction
adverb
adverb





8B

Name

School

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Providence, Rhode Island

Technical Grammar

Grade 8B (Work of Grade 7A)

Age yrs.

Room

(37) Total Score =

mos., Grade

Date

I. Simple and Compound Sentences

Directions : Read the following sentences carefully and in the proper column at the
right indicate by a check mark whether the sentence is simple or compound. Check also
if the simple sentence has a compound subject or a compound predicate. Two samples are
done for you. Sentence 1 is a simple sentence. Sentence 2 is also simple, but it has

a compound predicate.

Sample 1, Here we were shown a beautiful view.

Sample 2. I stopped the porter and gave him a quarter,

1, Jane opened the door and a large Newfoundland dog
rushed in,

2# He jumped upon my shoulder and loaded me with
caresses,

3, The winters in the little town were long and dreary,

and naturally lonely,

4, Athens and Sparta were Greek cities and their
peoples spoke a common language,

5, Can you imagine a boy or girl writing "come" for
"came?"

6, The chair, the clock, and the picture were in their
aocustomed places.

7, He could not swim but he kept paddling and
reached the raft,

8, The day had been very warm yet it was not as hot
as the preceding day,

9, On Tuesday we study at ten o'clock and lunch at

half past eleven,

10, The mud coated his boots and the sun baked the mud,

11, A handsome ruffled grouse stalked across the road

and disappeared into the thicket.

12, The President rose to deliver his address and the

audience applauded heartily.

Simple Comp, Comp,
Sent. 'Subj, Pred.

P
e:

Comp,
Sent,



II. Transitive and Intransitive Verbs

Directions t Underline eaoh verb and verb phrase in the following sentences and indi-
cate by a check mark (r ) in the proper column whether it is transitive or intransi-
tive. If the verb is transitive, write its object in the last column.

Intrans. Trans. Object
Sample 1. So perished De Soto, the disooverer of ,

the Mississippi. V

Sample 2. The two companions made the journey on foot.

IS. Airplanes will soon be flying to and from Europe.

14. Before us stretohed a series of snow-covered
mountains*

15. There was no sign of the treasure.
16. The long procession passed us as we stood there,

17. Mr. Perry has now become a naturalized oitizen.

18. The potter moulded the colored clay into beautiful
shapes.

19. What reason does he give for his absence?

20. Every day the Weather Bureau makes reports on the
weather.

21# I could not see the deer's horns.

22. At the edge of the wood beside the babbling mountain
brook stood a small inviting-looking oabin.

III. Predicate Noun , Predicate Pronoun , Predicate Adjective

Directions i Underline in each sentence below the predicate noun, predicate pronoun,
or predicate adjective. Indicate by ohecking in the oorrect column at the right,

whether the predicate word is a noun, pronoun, or adjective. A sample is done for

you.
Noun Pronoun Adjective

Sample : Those apples taste very sour . ^

23. It is she who loaned me the book.

24. The path along the cliff was a dangerous place.

26. It wa« he that yo" saw at the park.

26. The engineer had been growing drowsier every minute.

27. They were weary after walking such a long way.

28. The dog appeared exhausted when we found him.

29. It was she who gave me the golf sticks.

30. The leaves turn red in autumn.

31. The landlord has been an invalid for manv voars.

32. Has he become interested in the olub?

33. The discord did not sound good to his musical ear.

34. I continued a student in the junior high school.

35. The room smelled very musty.
36. The situation of the fort was remarkable, _______
37. The dreadful news made him feel queer.



Department of Public Schools
Providence, Rhode Island

January, 1953

Key for Technical Grarriar

Grade P,B (".'or
1

: of GrftdLe 7A)

I. Sir.ple and Ccnpcund Sentences II. Transitive and Intransitive Verbs.

Sinple C. Sub. C. Pred, Ccr.p. Trans. T.ntrar s. Obj.

Sent. Sent.

1 - C 13. will be flyin
;

C

2. C C 14. stret ch* d~"~ "~

3. C 15. was C

4. .*! if. passed or (stood) C or(C) us

5. 17, has bee one C citizor
A. C C 16. -oulded C clay

7, C 19. does r.ivc C rea:

6. C 20. naked " C r« r>oi~fc:

9. c C 21. see * C horns

10. - C 2?,. stood C

u. o - c

12 C

III. Predicate Eoun, Predicat< froncun, Predicate Adjective.

Kour. . frerour. Adjective

23. she H

24. place C
'

25. he

26. drcv.rsicr

27. weary
28. exhausted
29. she _ *

30. rod
~

31. invalid
72. interested
53* pood
34. student
5!5» :.'usty

36* re:-arhable c

3?j queer " "
.

G
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS - . - ~
(,26; Total bcore

Providence, Rhode Island

Teohnloal Grammar

Grade 8A (Work of Grade 8B)

Name Age _____ yrs. _____ mos*. Grade

School Room Date

I* Nouns and Pronouns—Case

Directions : You have studied the different cases of nouns and pronouns that are used
in our language. They are (l) the nominative case, (2) the objective case (a noun or
pronoun may be either a direct or an indirect object), and (3) the possessive case.

Following are rules which govern these oases*

Rule 1* The subject of a verb is in the nominative case*
Rule 2* Predicate nouns or pronouns are in the nominative oase*
Rule 3* The direct object of a transitive verb is in the objective case*
Rule 4* The noun or pronoun may be the indirect object of a transitive verb.
Rule 5* The object of a preposition is in the objective case.
Rule 6. Possessive nouns or pronouns are in the possessive oase.

Study the following underlined words and indicate the case, and the rule which governs
the case by a check mark in the proper column and a number for the rule. No credit
will be given unless you indicate both the case and the rule* A sample is done for you

Nom.Case Obj.Case Poss.Case Rule
Sample ; He is the new postman . IS ~

____~_____^

1* Can you sell us_ these books? ________ ___________ _____________

2* We gave the author a warm welcome . _________ _________ __________

3. Were you the winner in the game? __________

4* Did you hear about George '

s

act of
bravery?

5* If I were he, I would try for the game. _________ ___________

6. John made Betty and her some bird houses*
____________ __________ ___________

7. Every boy in the class was mentioned for
honors except him*

8* I oan do as well as he if I try*

9. The ponies that you saw at the fair
are his .

10. Betty brought her tennis racket* Did
you bring yours ?

11* Whom did you consult about your program
for the term?



II. Simple, Compound, and Complex Sentences 8A

Directions » Classify each of the sentences as simple, compound,
ing in the proper column. A sample is done for you.

or oomplex. by oheck-

Simple Compound Cosmlex
Samole : The United States, which had intended to remain

neutral, finally joined the allies. y
12. Did you believe in Santa Claus when you were

a child?
\

13.*ve) The sun had gone down and the damp night wind
was beginning to blow.

14. Spinning was then done in factories and oeesed
to be a home industry.

16. The wind is in the north, therefore the weather
will be colder.

16. "The World's Work," which is a monthly magazine,
kept ua posted on all that was going on.

17. The boat made alow progress, for the waves were

very high.

18* The whole lif« of Sgypt depends upon the Nile

River whioh periodically overflows its banks

and deposits silt upon the land.

III. Subordinate Clauses; Adjective, Adverbial

Directions: In the sentences below underline each subordinate clause. Indi
checking in the proper column at the right, whether the clause is adjective
ial. A sample is done for you.

Adjectlre

eate by
or adverb-

Adverbial
Sample: The boys oheered wher. they saw the flag.

19. A task that I dislike is washing dishes.

20. Our summer home was on a hill that overlooked the water.

21. Meet me at the tennis court when you have finished your
test.

22. He does not drink coffee because it has no food value.

23. The boy who plays the violin in the orchestra is ill

today.

24. When the nights were very hot, they slept out of doors
without a tent.

25. The heavy oak door which was at the end of the passage
usually stood open.

26. After he had deliberated many minutes, he answered our
question.



Department of Public Schools
Providence, Khode Island

January, 1933

Key for Technical Grammar
Grade 8A (Pork of Grade 8B)

I. Case

Norn. Obi. Poss, Rule

1 - C 4

2. — C 3

O. \J 1

4 6

5. C 2

6 --- C 4

7. C 5

S. C 1

9. o 6

10. C or ~C P

11 C Z

II » Sentences

Simple Conpcund Complex

12. - - C

13 C

14. C

15. — C

16. - - C

17. - C

18. - C

Clauses
Adj. Adv.

19. that I dislike C

20, that overlooked the water C

21. when you have finished your test --— -—----- C

22, because it has no feed value C

2 Z . who plays thQ violin in the
orchestra -— C

24. When the nights we re ypry hot C

2P. which was at th^ °nd of the passage—C
26, After he had deliberated many minutes —— C
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Providence, Rhode Island ( 41 ) Total Soore

Teohnioal Grammar Grade 9B (Work of Grade 8A)

Name Age

School

yrs,

Room

mos • , Grade

Date

I. Verbs,—Principal Parts

Directions : Three forms of verbs are so important that they are called prlnoipal parts.

They are the present tense, the past tense, and the past participle. In the following
exeroise, the present tense of each verb is given. Write the other two forms in the
blank spaces. A sample is done for you.

Sample :

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

Present

am

break
bring
burst
choose
oome
do
drink
eat
freeze
give
lie
ring
rise
run
see
speak
take
throw
write

Past

was

Past Participle

have been

II. Adjectives and Adverbs—Comparison

Directions : Write on the lines below the forms of comparison for each adjective and ad-
verb. The positive form is given.

Positive

Sample : high

20. bad
21. quickly
22. beautiful
23. courteous
24. far
25. good
26. intelligent
27. little
28. near
29. muoh

Comparative

higher

Superlative

highest



Ill, VTba-'-Agreement

Directions i Following are rules that govern the form of the verb in the sentence.

Rule 1. A singular subject takes a singular verb.
Rule 2. A plural subject takes a plural rerb.
Rule 3. The word "you" takes a plural verb.
Rule 4. The indefinite pronouns take singular verbs.
Rule 5. Nouns modified by the adjectives "each," "either," "no," etc., take singular

verbs.

In each of the following sentences, the verb is underlined. Indicate by checking In

the proper column whether the verb is singular or plural and give the number of the
rule that governs its use.

Singular Plural Rule
Sample i In the crowd were hundreds of friends of the soldier.

50. There are too many pupils In our class failing in

science.

31. Every pupil in the class knows Van Loon's book.

32. Were you in school the day the Governor spoke?

33. Everybody was anxious to hear the reports of the
election.

34. The report of soldiers was not to be trusted.

35. You, the chairman, are the proper person to present
the case.

Rule 6. Some nouns plural in form but singular in meaning take singular verbs.
Rule 7. Two or more singular subjects connected by "and" take a plural verb.
Rule 8. Singular nouns and pronouns oonneoted by "or" or "nor" require a singular verb.
Rule 9. When the parts of a compound subject are oonneoted by "or" or "nor" and are

different in number, the verb agrees with the nearer su v jeot.

Rule 10. The insertion of a phrase does not affeot the verb.

In eaoh of the following sentences, the verb is underlined. Indioate by cheoking in the
proper column whether the verb is singular or plural and give the number of the rule
whioh governs its use.

Singular Plural Rule
Sample i When are Mr. and Mrs. Brown going abroad? >/

36. Physios is a tenth grade subject.

37. Neither iron nor steel _s the proper material to

use in the structure.

58. The loom and the spinning jenny were invented in

England.

59. The plane, with its entire orew, was lost in the

far north. ______

40. Either Jim or the Smiths play a good §,ame of bridge.

41. Oak, brass, and steel are the material of the structure.



Pepartn°nt of Futile Schools
Providence, Rhode Island

Key for
Grrade 9B

I. Verbs

Past Past Participle

1. broke brck^n
2, brought brought
3. burst burst
4. chose chosen
5f cane cone

6. did dene
r~»

.' * drank drunk
ate eaten

9. froze frozen
10. gavp given
11. lay lain
12'. rang rung

15. rose risen
14. ran run
IS. saw seen
16. spoke speken
17. took taken
18. threw thrown
19. wrote written

anuary, 193?

Technical Grammar
(T»'ork of '.^rade 8A)

II. Adjectives and Adverbs

Comparative Superlative

20. wo r s e worst
21. nore quickly most quickly
22. more beautiful most beatttiful

25. more courteous most courteous
24. farther or farthest or

further furthest
25. better best
2-?. more intelligent most intelligent
27. less least
2b. ne arer nearest or next
29. more nest

III, Verbs--As;reement.

bmg. Plu. RuIp bmg, Plu. Rule

50.

51,

32.

53.

34.

55.

or 10

QO0 O ————— b

3 7. C 8

58. 7 7

?9, C 10
40. -- C

41 7 7





DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS (36) T°tal Sc ° r6 =
-

Providence, Rhode Island

Technical Grammar

Grade 9A (Work of Grade 9B)

Name Age _____ yrs. ______ mos.. Grade

School Room Date

I. Verbal Forma

There are forms of the verb that are used as other parts of speech. They are:

(1) Participles, which are commonly used as adjectives.

(2) Infinitives, which are used as nouns (called the root infinitive)

(3) Gerunds, which are commonly used as nouns (always ending in "ing"

)

Directions : In the sentences below, tell what kind of verbal each of the underlined
words is by oheoking in the proper column at the right. A sample is done for you.

Participle Infinitive Gerund

Sample : To descend was extremely difficult. ___________

1. To sing well requires practice. __________ __________ _______
2. Clinging to the edge of the rook he waited

for help to come. __^^_^
3. His delight was to travel , ___________ , -

4. Outnumbered , and with everything at stake, he
surrendered* ____________ ___________ ________

5. Travelling broadens the mind. ____________ _______
6. There are men who make history by flying * ___________
7. There sat a cobbler mending a shoe. ____________ ___________ ______
8. Do you like ginger bread with whipped cream?

9. He, tried to defend his boys against the visiting
team, ________

10. The house, though built years ago, was still in

good condition,

Directions 1 In the following sentences find the verbal forms yourself. Underline
them and indicate in the column at the right whether they are participles, infini-
tives, or gerunds.

Participle Infinitive Gerund

11, To seoure a seat was next to impossible,
12, John, missing his companion, stepped to the

door,

13, Sending him money is useless,
14, Listening to the sad music gave him a peculiar

pleasure,
15, He ought to have offered a welcome to the

president of the club, first.
16, He ate a dish of porridge, sweetened with a

little brown sugar.
17, Think of Tom's attempting to swim the rapids,



II. Clauses

Directions i Road the sentenoes below and underline each olause. Indioate by che -

lng In the proper oolumn at the right whether the olause is an adjective, an adverb-
ial, or a noun olause. A sample is done for you.

Adjective Adverbial Noun

Sample i The girls who marched carried flags, y/

18. The Indians were hospitable when the strangers
arrived at their log cabins*

19. The adventurer will have much to tell if he is

suooessful on his trip.

20. The boys were hunting for the map whioh they
had hidden in the attic

21, TJhat is true of individual men is true of raoes.

22, Every dish that was in the basket is broken.

23, The water was so rough that lowering the boats
was out of the question.

24, The king saw a hand whioh beokoned him.

25, I oould guess what he was thinking.

26, The fact that he scored so high shows his ability.

27. Our policy has always been thisi "The oustomer
is right."

28. I would say that the punishment was too severe.

29. The pupils started to pass when the signal was
given.

30, He told me that the tide was rising.

31, I received the book which he had promised me.

32. I will pay the money because my friend incurred
the debt.

33, That we shall succeed in this project is im-

probable.

34. He learned to smoke when he was in the army.

35, Premier Herriot of France said that his oountry
would pay her war debt.

36. At evening school there is a course for those who
wish to study painting.



D»

r

wc^Aeht of - v.
v I i a Schrrls

i
Jrevidence, -kcde Island

January,

I'ev for Technical jr.ai.iaar

Grade 31

Part, Infin* >rund

1. C

2.

? C

4. C

T C

Ri ~ C!

7. C

G» G

ir. o

I art. Irfir., -erund

11, i'b secure

12.

13, Sending
14. TdsTenftig —
15. Tc* hv.-v'e offered R

16, sweetened
1"". rtt'c "ptlng C

Sut -1 e st 1 1 • C 1 au s e

s

A~, i,dv. Noun

lc, when — cabins —
19. if — trip X-
TO. which -- attic
2-1. h t — • --- C

22; bhat — basket G

23. that — question C

24. which — hi; . C

25. what — t" inking

26. that — high - C

27. !The — right C

2 P. that — severe G

29. when — :iven C

30. that — rising C

31. which — pie -» G

32. because -- del t G

33. That -- project „ ?

3 4. when — amy
35, that — debt G

36. who painting





DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Providence, Rhode Island

(46) Total Score =

Dictation

Grades 7A-9A

Name Age yrs. mos.. Grade

School Room Date

Directions : Fill in the blank spaoes with the words dictated by your teacher. Do not
mark over any word or it will be called incorrect.

1-3.
the two fields.

he had leaped

4-6, The author
years,

7-9, On that

his

precious mineral.

10-12. The
be found on page

13-15. I do not think that
noon.

16-18. I

19-21. His

22-24. It

the districts.

25-27. He

ing the road.

28-30. It did not

he is

was

to the

walked

the hedge which

as a lean old man of

to get a of the

the other pupils are can

class in is over

it storms or not.

last

to them that

that it would be wise to

the fields of follow-

was any need of a

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36,

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.



(70) Total ecora X 1 •

Language Usage
Grades 7-9

Directions : Draw a line under the inoorrect word in every sentence whioh contains an
error. Write the word whioh should have been used on the line at the left of each
sentence, A sample is done for you.

Sample t faster He is the fastest of the two runners.

1, We have ju3t finished reading a historical romance.
2, You may see the house from here on a dear day,

3, Ify watoh differs with yours in having seventeen jewels,

4, This book is very different than what I had thought,
5* The rabbit dived in a hole.

6, Learn me the game so that I can teach it to others,

7, Most all ancient cities were surrounded by walls.
8, The critic said that she sang very good,

9, _____________ 1 know that you will enjoy the trip, I will be delighted to have
you with me,

10, I thought that it was her.

11, It is him who addressed the audience.
12, The principal gave John and I a ticket to the concert.

13, Neither Harry nor John are to blame,
14, Either James or the Smiths is responsible.
15, The result of these trials and dangers were that he grew very

thoughtful,

16, It don't make any difference what book you review,

17, He laid on the beach in the warm sand for over an hour.

18, ~_____~__~____ They would have set there much longer but the wind became very
cold,

19, Each of our students is expected to give a good account of them-
selves.

20, The letters were lain on the desk for signatures.
21,

—~—~ — j ga ^. ^Yxq ohair in the corner before I started to dust the room,

22, When any one is talking, try not to interrupt them,

23, Laying on his back, he watched the stars as they cane out,

24, Someone has forgotten their gloves.

25, Each of the typists are expected to remain at her machine until

five o'clock,

26, He and one assistant does the bookkeeping and auditing.

27, Either the parents or the teacher are to blame.

28, " The youngest son, together with the two older boys, are forming

a company,
29, There was only one sunmer hotel and a few cottages on the wind-

swept island,

30, He is the bravest of the two boys.

31, Those sort of shoes is very oomfortable for walking.

32,
~

It doesn't make no difference as long as we are all here.

33, ^y don't you do your shop work like Smith does.

34, " If you was I, what would you do about this matter?

35, He objected to us consulting an expert.



Department of Public Schools
Providence, Rhode Island

January, 1933

Key for notation Test
Gr. "A-PA.

(One point credit for each word correct. highest possible score

is 46.

)

1-3. Already he had leaped acre ss the hedge which separate d the two

fields,

4-6. The author described his friend as a lean old nan of ninety years.

7-9. On that occasion I meant to get a piece of the precious mineral.

10-12. The sentences
on page forty

which the

•

othe r pupils are writing can be found

13-15. I dc not think that their cl ass in grammar is over until noon.

16-18. I believe he is coming whether i
±. storms cr net.

19-21. His business was all right 1 February.

22-24. It occurred t o th»= committee that it would be ivise t-- separate
the districts .

25-27. he often walked through the field instead of f ll:wing the road

28-30. It did not oo our to them that there was any need of a decision.

31. attendance 39, secretary.

32. transferred 40. niece

uui drowned 41, principal (of a sohcjcl)

34. disappc int 42. possession

35. government 43. till

36. hoping 44. sincerely

3 7
. jewelry 45. principle (a rule, integrity)

lieutenant 46. receive

N^te : In Ex. 10-12 tut three words sh ild be underlined. Do not
scere the word "writing,

"



t
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Department of Public Schools
Providence, Rhode Island

January, 1933

Key for Langiiag** Usage
Gr. 7-9

(One point credit for each correction. The correct fern r.ust be written for
credit. Highest possible score is 36 X*2 =70.)

Gradp 7B

1. an a —
2 > c an may -

3. fror. "IJTbh
4. fror. than
5. into ___ IFT.
6. leach Tear:

Grade "A

7, Almcst -est
3. veil good
0. shall i second sent.) I will

10. she her -•>.-

11. he H'~

1?. is

14. are

vras - v.pr"

—

Grad"= EB

16. doesn't
17. lay
18. sat

19. bins elf

20. laid
21. set

22. him
23. Lying
24. his

don't —
laid'

themselves*

Laying— their —
Grade 6A

2b. is

2 6. do
2". is

28. is

23. were
30. braver bravest -

31. That or This Those
32. any
53. as

34. were

Grade 9B

35. our
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS ,„n , _ . . -
u , . D. , T , . (32) Total Soore =
Providence, Rhode Island

Letter Writing

Grades 8B-9A

Name Age yrs. mos., Grade

School Room Date

Direotions ; Write the parts of the following business letter in correct form. You

need not -write anything in the body of the letter. The body of the letter is indi-

cated by dash lines*

Heading: January 4, 1933, Chicago, Illinois, 434 Court Street
Inside address: - - - -Holman ^hite and Company, Federal Street, Baltimore, Maryland
Salutation: ----- -Gentlemen:
Complimentary close:- -Any that you have been taught
Signature: ------ Your own

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Directions : Answer the following questions about correct forms in a business letter.

10. What should be the color of the paper?
11. Which is better, ruled or unruled paper?
12. What color or colors of ink should be used?
13. When is one permitted to write a business letter in pencil?

|

14. What should you leave on the sides and bottom or the paper7
'

15. Give two salutations that may be used in addressing a gentle-
man or a firm. 1.

2.

16. Give two salutations that may be used in addressing a

lady or ladies. 1.

2.

Directions : Correot the following signatures if necessary. Mark with a "C" if correct

17. (Miss) Mary Johnson (an unmarried woman)

18. Mr. James Brady



Center ce 8#ggg

Grade 7A- 9

A

Directions ; Indicate the number of complete sentences (0, 1, 2, 3, 4) Lfl each of the
following exercises. You may punctuate and capitalize if tvH will help you to find

the number of sentences. A sample is done for you.

Sample :

Sample i

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

0) A fairy tale about chasinr echo to her hiding place.

3) Two young boys were looking for a position they entered the office
one took a chair but the other remained standing.

This is one of the best dog stories I have ever read.

Why the wind sighs through the pines.

The shots were fired by Indians this was the way they always fo-rt
they were rot cor/ards even they did not come out and fight boldly
they would fire from behind trees and rocks.

A mysterious knocking might be heard at the door.

In those days the Mediterranean Sea swarmed with war-chips ard r irates

every 3ailor no matter if he were but a boy had to stand ready to f i^it

his way from port to port.

0n the margin of the wood near to three or four houses a -de as h irh
as the mainmast of a ship stood.

And in the nights of winter
'•'•'hen the cold north winds blow
And the long howling of the wolves
Is heard amidst the snow.

Creeping stealthily along the bank of a splashing mountain brook cane
a mink in searoh of his morning meal.

It was a morning that might have made anyone happy level lines of
dewy mist lay stretched across the valley far above shot up red

splintered masses of rook.

I always look in this store for one particular salesman.

The Indian youth trains himself to endure many h ardahips.

I made a mistake in choosing my first job because.

Louise's book had been returned Louise was discouraged what t. as wrong
with it she at last laid the problem before her family.

The garment reached from the throat to the knees there was an opening
at the collar just wide enough to admit the rassere of
sandals bound with thongs made of boar's hide protected the feet and
a thin roll of leather was twined around the legs reaching to the calf.



Departhent of fyiblic Schools
Providrr.oo, Rhode Island

January, l^TiZ

Lett; r '..ritir.g and Sentence Sense

Grades SB—9A

1. 434 Court St re ft

2. Chicago, Illinois

3. January 4, 1933

4. Holiian. ".."hi to and Cor.pany

5« Federal Street
6 . Baltinor e , liaryland
7, Stntlenen:

B» Very truly yours,

9 * (Pupil's si cnatur e

)

(Either block margin or diagnal style is correct.)

10. white
Il« unruled
12. black or blue
13. never
14« Margin
15. Gentlononi Dear Sir: (accept any that are correct)
16. dy dear "..irs. Browfc: Ladies: (accept any that art correct)
17. C

18. .it. Janes iirfidy (Cross out
""

:r.")

19. 1

20. o

2.1. 5 or 4

22. 1

23. 2

24. 1

25.

26. 1

27. 3

2R« 1

29. 1

30.

31. 4





DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS

Providenoe, Rhode Island (40) Total Score =

Capitalisation
Grades 7A-9A

Name Age yrs. mos.. Grade

School Room Date

Directions t In the sentences below, certain capital letters have been omitted. Read
each sentence carefully and underline each letter that should be a oapital. A sample
is done for you.

1. We use roman numerals and arabio figures.

2. Would you like to have been at the boston tea party?

3. My birthday fell on the first monday in march.

4. "all are architects of fate,
standing in these walls of time."

5. The south did not progress as rapidly as the north after the Civil War.

6. We observed the one hundredth anniversary of the death of Walter Scott by studying
"the lady of the lake."

7. I attended a lecture given by dr. a. s. holmes.

8. Sheridan said, "turn, boys, we're going back."

9. The socialist party nominated norman thomas of New York for President.

10. "after all," John inquired, "what is fame?"

11. Three of us objected to the project, jones, thompson, and i.

12. The act of congress enforced the prohibition of slavery in the northwestern
territory*

13. He was studying at the johns hopkins university.

14. Whoever has made a voyage up the hudson must remember the oatskill mountains.

15. "God works in a mysterious way his wonders to perform."

16. "I will dwell in the house of the lord forever."

17. 261 weymouth street
18. columbus, ©hio
19. february 3, 1933

20. my dear Irene:

Sample : George williams, whose home is in Massachusetts, is traveling through the
rocky mountains.



Punctuation

Directions ; In the sentences below, certain marks of punctuation have been omitted.
Pead each sentence carefully and insert the correct markings. A eample is don* for
you.

Sample i Your n's and u's look too much alike.

21. What is the capital of North Dakota

22. We visited Abbotsford the home of Scott.

23. Mr. Speaker I second the motion.

24. A number of horses cows and sheep were lost in the flood,

25. Civil Servioe reform was largely the result of Jacksons policies.

26* This he said is all that I can tell at present.

27. Amy has moved to 40 Beacon Avenue Salem l^assachusetts.

28. We ohose Scott's Lady of the Lake because we were celebrating the author's
centenary celebration.

29. The President said Immediate payment will cost the government a great deal
of money.

30. Mr. Brown our sales manarer reports a large increase in our sporting-roods
business.

31. Ambition intelligence and industry are essential to progress.

32. Whew how hot it is.

33. If his statement is true if he is willing to support it and if he is able to

support it we will employ him at once.

34. He emphasized slowly, To your own self be true.

35. I am tired he yawned of always waiting for the ship to cone in.

36. We were welcomed to a Highlanders hone and told where one could fish to advantare

from three oclock until dark.

37. Its faith in something and enthusiasm for something that makes life worth
looking at.

38. Is it dark meat or white meat you will be helped to

39. In the morning I arose with the lark and at night I slept where sunset overtook

me.

40. When you look at the weather through a window it always seems to be raining

harder than it really is.



Department of Public Schools
Providence, Rhode Island

January, 1933

Capitalization
Gr. 7A—9A

1. raman arabic
2. boston tea party?
3. -— monday -— march.
4. all

standing —
5. south — north
6. the lady of the lake,

7. dr. a, s. holmes.
8. "turn 7—7.
9. socialist party norman thomas

10. "after all," -7
11. — jcnes, thompson, -- i

12. congress northwestern territory.
13. johns hopkins university,
14. hudson catskill mountains.
15. his (Do not call wrong If this capital is omitted,)
16. lord —
17. weymcuth street
18. columbus, ohio
19. February 3, 1933
20. my

Punctuation

21. — - Dakota?
22. Abbotsford,
23. Speaker,

24. -- horses, cows, -

—

25. Jackson's
26. "This," he said, "is all present,"
2 7, Avenue, Salem,
28. "Lady of the Lake"
29. said, "Immediate money."
30. Drown, sales manager,
31. Ambition, intelligence,
32. V.TieyrJ (or) V.new,

33. true, it, it,

34. --- "To true."
35. "I an tired," he yawned, "of always - in."
36. Highlander's o'clock
37. It's

36, to?
29. lark, — (Call correct if comma is omitted.)
40, -— - window,





DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Providence, Rhode Island

Letter Writing
Grade 7A

(25) Total Score

Name Age

School Room

yrs.

Date

mos., Grade

Directions : Write in correct form the parts of a friendly letter which are indicated
below. Do not write anything in the body of the letter. The body is indicated by
dotted lines.

Pretend you are writing from your home to an older sister, named Mary, who is at col-

lege. You are writing on February 12, 1933. Supply proper salutation and complimen-
tary close.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Address the envelope below to an imaginary friend, Helen Gray, who lives in Detroit,
Michigan, at 29 Spring Street. Be sure to write your home address as a return address
so that the letter may be returned to you in case it is not delivered to Helen Gray.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.



Sentence Cense
Grade 7A

Directions t Indicate the number of complete sentences (0, 1, 2, Z t 4) ir each of the
following exercises. You may punctuate and capitalize if thi6 will help you to find

the number of sentences. A sample is done for you.

Sample ;

Cample i

0) A fairy tale about chasing echo to her hiding place.

3) Two young boys were looking for a position they entered the office one
took a chair but the other remained standing.

This is one of the best dog stories I have ever read.

Why the wind sighs through the pines.

The shots were fired by Indians this was the way they always fought
they were not oowards even they did not come out and fight boldly they
would fire from behind trees and rocks.

A mysterious knocking mipht be heard at the door.

In those days the Mediterranean Cea swarmed with war-shirs and pirates
every sailor no matter if he were but a boy had to stand ready to fight
his way from port to port.

On the margin of the wood near to three or four houses a pcle as high
as the mainmast of a ship stood.

And in the nights of winter
When the cold north winds blow
And the long howlirp of the wolves
Is heard amidst the snow.

Creeping stealthily along the bank of a splashing mountain brook came
a mink in search of his morning meal.

It was a morning that might have made anyone happy level lines of dewy
mist lay stretched across the valley far above shot up red splintered
masses of rock.

I always look in this store for one particular salesman.

The Indian youth trains himself to endure many hardships.

I made a mistake in choosing my first iob because.

Louise's book had been returned Louise was discouraged what was wrong
with it she at last laid the problem before her family.

The garment reached from the throat to the knees there was an opening
at the collar just wide enough to admit the passage of the head sandals
bound with thongs made of boar's hide protected the feet and a thin roll
of leather was twined around the legs reaching to the calf*
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Letter hriti-r- and Sentence. Sens

•Srade 7A (Vork of ^rud- 1*}

(Street)
Vrovi

Fe

>riate salutation)

Providence, K« m

2 Feb. 12, 1332

appr
:V dear Larys or <> ,

\

: ( accept any a
Yov.r loving sister,

4. I.v dear iary? w / .

/ *. cmropriate close)

c oif.natvi
o» .... '

7«

Q
. •

1C.

11.

(Street of Pupil

)

Providence, R«

noil iaay be

;iss aelen erray

29 Spring Street

Detroit, laohican

(Either block margin or

diaga&l style is correct,

12* 1

1?. o

14, 5 or

15. 1

16. 2

17* \

18«

10. 1

20. 5

21. 1

22.

2*3

»

24. 4

25, . \





Norms for Junior High School Mathematics Tests

February, 1933

.cent

100

95

90

80

—7-0

—

—

—
lHark

A

t =_=,
7B

..C_jDmpiit.H

44+

\

7B

24+

7A
Gen. E

34+

1 y

8B
.Gen. M

27+

1 9B |
9A

Liklg* |Alg,

I

i

45+ 33+

9A
Jr. Buj

Training

58+

+

B
j

_ !

. x

"*••!

°.
!

1

42-43

41

40
t-

1

22-23

21

20

33

51-32

30

! 26

' 24-25
1

1

23

41-44! 28-52

36-40; 24-27
\

3 6-3 7 22-25
l

56-57
|

54-55

53

60

50

4C

38-39

36-37
34-35

19

17-18

16

23-29

24-27
22-23

j

22

20-21
i 18-19

|
33-35; 19-21

j

27-321 15-18

23-26 ; 12-14
;

52

•'9-51

[47-48
|

46

143-45 j

42
j

1
+

I

2o[ D !

- !

-ad—

j

1 :d

32-53

29-31

27-28

15 21

14 1 18-20

13 !
16-17

17

I 16
1

j

14-15

21-22; 11

17-20
1

9-10
|

14-16! 7-8
1

;

11-26

1

;

i

5-12 0-15
r ...

1

1

[

I

1

3-13
I

t

i

1-13' 0-6 1(23*41
f

! | I

1

<3

Providence Medians Standard Norms Total Numbei

7B New Stanford
Arith. Camp, Foro Y 37 32 1548

7B New Stanford
Arith. Reas. Form Y 18 16 1548

7A 26
General Math. ' 3196

8B 21

9B 30

Algebra 1084

9A ' 17

9A . 50

Junior Business Training 688
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS ( 39 ) Total Score =

Providence, Rhode Island

General Mathematics

—

Grade 7A— (Work of Grade 7B)

Name^—

ASe yrs. mos. , Grade

School Room Date

1 General Directions : This is a test to see if you understand some of the principal
units of work in mathematics which you had in your previous grade. Write the answers
in the spaces indioated. Use the blank pages which are opposite for your work.
Arrange your work neatly and orderly so that you and your teacher may be able to easily
discover in what type of work you may need help. You can then help your teacher to
plan remedial exercises. This will improve your work in the new grade. The test can
be completed in one period.

Sub-test I.--Per Cent —Ratio

Directions : Solve the following problems and write the answers in the spaces indicated,

1. Harry bought a $40 bicycle at a n25% off" sale. How much
did he pay for the cicycle? ----------------- Ans.

2. John bought a 50^ tube of tooth paste for 21^. What rate
of discount did he receive? ----------------- Ans.

3. At a sale, shoes are offered at a reduction of 20$. A sign
reads , "Buy this pair and save $1.20." What is the
regular price of the shoes? ----------------- Ans.

Directions : It is often easy to use fractions for per cents. Below is a list of com-
monly used per cents. Write their fractional equivalents.

4. 50% = 7. 20% = 10. 62^ = 13. 12%% =

5. 333 % s 8. 25% 11. 40# 14. S7%% s

6. 37^= 9. 66 j%" 12. 75% = 15. 60% «

16. A tennis player won 6 out of 9 matches that he played.
What part of the matches did he win? ------------ Ans.

17. In a class room there were 40 pupils, 18 of whom were
girls. The girls formed what part of the class? ------ Ans.

18. A man walks, in one hour, a distance that an automobile
travels in 6 minutes. What is the ratio of their speeds? - Ans.

Sub-test II .—Averages

*19. Find the average height of several boys in a class. Their
height in feet is as follows: 5.2; 5.0; 5.0; 4.9; 4.8;

4.6; 4.5; 4.4; 4.3. ----- — ----------- Ans.

20. Mr. Johnson sold 8 cows at $55 each, 6 at $40 each, 9 at

$45 each, and 1 at $32. What was the average price? - - - - Ans.



7B

Sub-tent — Graph a

Directions : The following graph is published by the Rhode Island State Board of Public
Roads. Study it carefully and then answer the following questions.

21. What per cent of all
motor vehicle accidents
is due to the fault of
motorists? ------- Ans

.

22. What per cent is due to
"Lack of Care in Ap-
proaching Pedestrians,"
or "Obstruction to
View?" ------Ans.

23. What is the cause next
in importance to "Ob-
struction to View?"
Ans.

24. Pedestrian acoidents
amount to what per cent
of all aocidents? - - - Ans.

Directions t A certain language book describes the distribution of correct usa?e prac-
tioe by a graph. On the graph paper below indicate by means of a bar graph the fol-
lowing!

"Have' form of verb exercises 25%; Use of wrong verb 10%; Agreement of verb with subject

15%; Pronouns 20%; Confusion of adjectives and adverbs 10%; Double negative and miscel-
laneous forms 20%.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

W% W%

Sub-test lyf—Construction of Geometric Figures

Directions t Study the geometric figures below. Think how you would construot them.

Complete each sentence by filling in the blank spaces with the correct word or letters.

31-39. To oonstruct a line perpendicular to the LineHfl

"A— P" at the Point "C n
. Usine as aing _^

center and with a convenient radius draw arcs

at and . Using
_

and as

radius thancenters and with
draw arcs at

"C". "F—C" IT"
Connect poin* with

to "A—B" at -cB ,





USE THIS SHEET FOR FIGURING
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Key for General I.i<v ;.'.iu natics
Grade 7A (".'or

1

: of Grade 75)

Onr r-rn irk for f i ^ -i r* orrcct answer.

Sub-t* st I. Per cent. Ratio

1. 2. B8Vc 3. 06.

4.
X
p.

r?
I • 1/5 10. 5./5 13. 1/5

5. 1/3 O
-4- 11. 2/5 14. 7/8

6. 3/8 9. 2/3 12. f 15. 3/5'

1.6. 2/3 or 66 2/3fo 17.

Sub

9/20 or 4oc
-,- 18. 1/10 or \\J/o

-test IT. Av crages

19. 4.7

Sub

20. C46.54 +

-test III. Graphs

21. 9C# 2-7. failure to slo- dcv?i at intersecting
street. (Accept any indicatior nf

this answer. The space for the

answer is small in the test,

)

22. CO /o 24. 48$

25-30.

(Graph should contain the 25$ line. Do net deduct if the 25,. bar is incorrect,)
One point credit for each bar drawn correctly according to the 'larking on the

graph. Betted lines are inserted to help. If they hinder, accept whatever
in your nind is correct.

Sub-test Y, Geoxr.etric Figures

31.

Using C as a center and with a convenient radius draw arcs at p_ and E. Using

D and F_ as centers and with a radius greater than C E, draw arcs at Ff Connect

point F with D# F is perpendicular to A B at C,
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Providence, Rhode Island ( 34 ^
Total Soore "

General Mathematics
Grade 8B (Work of Grade 7A)

Name Age yrs. mos., Grade

Sohool

General Directions t This is a test to see if you understand some of the principal
units of work in mathematics which you had in your previous grade. Write the answer

s

in the spaces indicated. Use the blank pages whioh are opposite for your work. Ar-
range your work neatly and orderly so that you and your teacher may be able to dis-*

-

cover in what type of work you may need help. You can then help your teacher to plan
remedial exercises. This will improve your work in the new grade. The test can be
completed in one period.

Sub-test I.

—

Interest

Directions : Complete the sentences below by inserting the correct word in each blank
space.

1-4. A man borrows a sum of money from a bank. For the use of the money he gives a

note promising to pay each year 6% of the sum he borrows. The note is called a

. The sum he borrows is the
The money he pays for the use of the principal is called
The per oent to be paid is the of interest.

5. Helen borrowed $50 from her father. She agreed to repay the loan at the end of

a year and in addition 6% of the $50 for the use of the money. How much did she

pay her father at the end of the year? ------------ Ans.

6. What is the principal in Helen' s loan? ------------ Ans.
7. What is the rate of interest? ---------------- Ans.

8. What is the amount of interest? --------------- Ans.
9. What is the time? Ans.

10. Write the interest formula. ----------------- Ans. i »

11. Compute the interest when the principal is $65, the rate is 5%, and the time is

4 months. -------------------------- Ans.

Sub-test II.—Surface Measure and Volume

12. Harry has a oornfield 10 rods long and 16 rods wide. John has a field 12 rods
long and 15 rods wide. Which has the larger field? ----- Ans.

How much larger is one than the other? ------------ Ans.

13. Find the area of a flower bed having the dimensions given on the figure.^ Ans.

14. The dimensions of the sail on Jack's boat, whioh is triangular in shape, are
base, 12 ft; height, 10 ft. How many square feet are there in the sail?

Ans.

15. When a reef had been taken in this sail, its height was reduced 18 inches and its
width at the base 6 inches. What was the area of the sail then?

Ans.



16. Find the oircumforenoe of the outer edge of an automobile tire, the diameter of
which is 35 inches. -------------------- Ana.

17-18. The inside dimensions of a certain steel freight car are 40 ft. 1 in. long

x 8 ft. 10 in. vide x 9 ft. 1 in. high. Find the capacity to the nearest
oubic foot. ---------------------- Ans.

Sub-test III.—Discount

Directions t Complete the following sentences by inserting the correct word in each
blank space.

19. When Mr. Brown orders groceries from a wholesale house, he refers to the catalog
in which the prices are given. To find out how much the goods*

20, will actually cost him he refers to a sheet which tells him the
allowed from the list price. The price Mr. Brown actually pays is called the

21. ________________ price.

Directions i Write the answers to the following exercises in the spaces indicated.

22, Which is better for a buyer, a single disoount of 25%
or disoount s of 15% and 10%1 -------------- Ans.

23. Which would you prefer, 10$, 20% disoounts, or 20%,
10% discounts? --------------------- Ans.

24. Find the net price on $900 less 15%, less 10%, less 5$.—Ans.

Sub-test TV.—Promissory Notes

Directions t Fill in the spaces in the promissory note below showing that Mr. John F.

Smith asked for a loan of $600 for a period of 60 days at 6% from the Mechanics Nation-

25. 1 Providence, R. I.,

26. after date promise to pay
27.

to the. order of

28. Dollars

29. Value received,

30. Due

31. A person who borrows money from a bank gives the bank a written promise called

a that he will pay the loan in a

certain length of time.

32. Mr. Smith of the above note is called the .

33. The amount he borrowed, $600, is called the of the note.

34. When Mr. Smith borrowed the money he pave the Mechanics National Bank of Provi-

dence liberty bonds as .
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January, 195?

Key for General Mathematics
Grade 88 (Y.'crk of G-rade 7A)

Sub-test I. Interest

1-2. promi ssory note principal
?. interest
A rate

$53*

6.

e£7.

8. #•
9. 1 year

10, i = p r t.

11. &U08

Sub-test II, Surface M easur*3 dr

12. John 20 sq. rds. 14. eo

1?. 72 sq • ft.

16. 110 i;riches cr 109,90 or 109.9F.fi 15. 45 b sq. it, or 4b#t?Yg or
4P.P75

17-18. "216 ou, ft.

Sub-test III, Discount

19, list or narked 20, discounts 21. net

22. ?,0<> single discount 23, Either 24. 0654,07 or $654^675 or

^654. OP

Sub-tost IV, Promissory Notes

25. .?60O Dec. S, 19?

2

26. Sixty days — I

2". Mechanics National Baric of Providence

2 R
. Six hundred ---

29, with interest at 6/?«

30, February 1, 1935 John F, Sr.ith

31, premiss cry note

52. r.aker

73, Principal

54. security (May not be known by all 7A pupils)
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DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Providence, Rhode Island

Term Test in Algebra
Grade 9B (Work of Grade 8A)

Name _______ _____ Ag® yrs. _____ mos., Grade

School Room Date

Direotlons t This is a test on the work in algebra that has been covered in the pre-
vious grade. Read the directions carefully and do the best that you can. Write the
answers in the spaces indicated. Do your work on the sheet prepared for that purpose.

Sub-test I.

—

Positive and Negative Numbers

Directions : Perform the following additions and write the answers in the spaces
indicated.

1. +8 8 -8 8 8 -8
+9 -9 +9 9-9 9

2. +9+(+7) = +9+(-7) s +9+0 = -9+(+7) = -9+(-7) =

Directions i Perform the following subtractions and write the answers in the spaces
indicated.

3. +9 +9 -9 -5 -9 +5
+5 -5 +5 +9 -5 -9

4. +8-(+5) = +7-(-4) = -7-(+4) = 9-(-7) = -8-6 "

Directions : Solve the following problems and write the answers in the spaces indi-
cated.

5. If the temperature at 5 A. M. is -8° (that is, 8 degrees below zero,) and if dur-
ing the forenoon it rises 24°, what is the temperature at noon? - - Ans.

6. What is the financial standing of a man who has $13 and owes $20? Express the
answer in algebraic form. --------------- Ans.

7. If I have $300 and owe $450, and if some one then gives me $75, how may my finan-
cial standing be represented? --------- Ans.

Direotiona t Signed numbers are often used in business. Do you ever read the reports
of 8took trans-actions in the newspaper? Even if you do not, you will probably be able
to answer the following questions. Following is a portion of suoh a report.



Stock

American Telephone and Telegraph
Bethlehem Steel
Chrysler
United States Steel

High Low

198^
146

148*

8, Whioh stocks had a rise on this day quoted?

9. Whioh stooks had falls? --- -----

mi
142*
24

146|

- Ans.

- Ans.

Close

192

144*

25£
147

*
•1

Directions 1 Perform eaoh of the following multiplications,

10. 6x3= 6 x (-3) = -6 x (-3)

11. -3 x (-5) = 6 x (-1) = -6 x «

Directions i Perform eaoh of the following indicated dirisiona.

llz £ = zl = zl
1

' -3 3
" -3

12. i«

Sub-teat I I. --Fundamental Operations

Directiona 1 Perform the following additions.

13. 5n
-2n

14. 4x' 15. llab
-3ab

16. 2x+2y
3x+y

17. a
2 *2ab-b2

-a2-2ab-b2

Directions 1 Perform the following 8ubtractions.

18. 5m2

3m'

2 2
19. 3a*b

6a
2
b
2

20. 2r -5t
4r +2-t

21. 3a-2b+5o
-2a*5b-e

Direotlona : Perform the following multiplications .

22. 6 (2x-3) = 23. 5x
2 (x-l) - 24. -3y (-2y^y2) -

25. (x-3y)(x+2y) = 26. (3a-b)(2a*3b) =

Direot l ona t Perform each of the following indicated diviaiona -

3" 2.22
27.

30.

12x

a
2-2ab+b

2
_

a-b

28.
3a+3 8x y -4x v _

29. — *— -

-4x 2
y
2

31. Divide: a
5+28a2-18a-225 by a-3 =

Directions t In eaoh of the following oases rearrange the ten?, and add or subtract
as indicated.

32. Add : 9b
2+3-7ab+2a2

l4-b2+3a2-9ab
33. Subtract : 4*VaWc 2

*b
4
*4at

3

b4-4a3b+ 6a2 b2 a4-4*b3



34. State the area of this rectangle algebraically.

Ans. A -

35.

36.

State the area of this square algebraically,

Ans. A =

State the area of this triangle algebraically,

Ans. A =

Sub-test III.—Products and Factors

Directions t Find the products of the following:

37. (2a-3)(a-5) = 38. (7x-5)(3x+4) = 39. (a+b) -

Directions: Find the factor of the products below:

40. 5a+15b = 41. a
2+ab =

42, 9a
2+30ab+25b

2 = 43. 49x2-14x+l =

44. 4x
2
-9y2 = 45. (x+y)

2 =

46. x2+3x+2 = 47.
4 2

x +3x -28 =

Directions : In each of the following formulas, solve for the letter indicated.

48. In the formula A = ab, solve for "a". a -

49. In the formula C = ^d, solve for "d". d =

50. In the formula V = lwh, solve for "1". 1 =

51. In the formula I = Prt, solve for "r". r =

Directions t Any boy or girl who ever intends to learn to drive e machine should under-

stand about the brakes of a machine retarding the speed. See if you can solve the fol-

lowing problems.

52. If a car is traveling 45 feet a second and the brakes are applied, retarding the

speed 5 feet a seoond, in how many seconds can the car be stopped? The formula
might read 5t - 45 feet, ("t" would be the time or number of seconds.) Find the

value of t. - -- -- — ts

53. The speed of a car is generally given as so many miles an hour . Can you reduce

speeds expressed in miles an hour to feet a second? If a car is traveling at a

speed of 45 miles an hour what is the speed in feet a second?
Ans.



Directions : An automobile engineer wishes to find the distance within whioh a car
travel in g at a certain rate of speed, can be stopped. He uses this formulas
d = v x v _ v In this formula V s velocity or speed a second of the car, and

2r 2r r s the retardation by the brakes, d s the distance in faat a
second in which the oar can be stopped,

54.-55, a car with two-wheel brakes has a retardation of 6 feet a second. If such a
car were traveling 30 miles an hour (which is the same as 44 feet a second),
in what distance could it be stopped? Use the formula d v^,

2r

Ans,

56, In the formula for finding commissions, C - rs, in which r s rate of commission
and s * total sales, solve for "s", Ans,

USE THIS SPACE FOR FIGURING
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Key for Algebra Test
Grade OB ( .ork of Grade 8A)

Sub-test I t Positive and Negative Sunbers
Addition
It. 17 -11 17 -1 1

2#_ 16 2 9 -2 -16

Subtraction

3^_ 4 14 -14 -14 -4 14

4^ 3 11 -11 16 -14 (accept -2)

5»_ 16° ^_ _^7. 7. -C 75.

8, American Tel. x Telegraph 9, Bethlehem Steel
U. S. Steel Chrysler

(Do not drill if errors are :iade. "Previous close" column would
have helped,

)

10, 18 -18 18

11, 15 -6

12, 3 -9 -3 -3 3

Sub-test II, Fundamental Operations

15* 3n 14. 5x2 15, 8'ab 16» 5x+3y 17. -2b2

18 « 2n2 19^ -3a 2b 2 20^ -2r-2-4t 2JU_ 5a-7b+6c

22. 12x-18 23. 5x5-5x2 2 4.. 6y2-3yS

25. x2-xy-6y2 26. 6a2+7ab-3b 2

27. 3x 28^ a+1 29^ -2x+l

30. a-1 31. § +31a+75

32. 5a2 -lGab+^b2+17 33. 8a?b+8ab3



1

Sub-test III. Products and Fact^rF.

7. 2a2-13u+15 J8* 21x2 +I~x-2C 75. a2+2ab+b2

4£i (5) (a+3b) a ia+b)

42, (7a+5b) (?a+5b) 43^ (7x-l) (7x-i)

44. (2x-3y) (2x+7y) 45^ (x+y) (x+y)

46. (x+2) (x+1) 47* '.x
2 +7) ;x2-4)

]'» a = j "ti-t A "

b

5C. 1 * V oljL r =
1_

xh
f2. t = 9

53. 66 ft. a second

b4-55. 161 l/? feet (Give two point credit if correct*)

P8« s _c

r



DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Providence, Rhode Island

Tern Test in Algebra
Grade 9A (Work of Grade 9B)

(51) Total Score =

Name Age

School Room

yrs.

Date

mos., Grade

Directions I This is a test on the work in algebra that has been covered in the pre-

vious grade. Read the directions carefully and do the best that you can. Write the

answers in the spaces indicated. Do your work on the sheets prepared for that purpose,

Sub-test I. --Equations

Directions

t

Solve the following equations.

1. 7b-20 s 29

b =

4. 7x-(3x+4) * 16

x

2. 9x-(x-3)-x-4) = 63

X 5

5 . 8+*l£ . x+2
10

x -

3. llx-3x-4+28 » 10x-6x
X -

x+5 / \

6. 54 - -5- = x - (x-13)

x -

Sub-test II.—Algebraic Fractions

Directions t Reduce the following to lowest terms:

v bx _ 72x q -x
2
y
3

. x(m+n) _
' • r o» <<• - 9. —?q - 10. -
^ 108y x

3
y
2 y(m+n)

Directions : Reduce each of the following expressions to a fraction and combine:

2 ,2
11. i + is 12. x2 - 2g- = 13. + 1 =

x a +b

Directions : Add or subtract and combine in each of the following cases as indicated!

a c _ 2x 4x _ 5 3
14. — - - = 15. — + — S 16* - »

.
b d 3y 5y x+y x-y

17 . aSt-.JUa 18.
2aib.4a-5b = 19i • + JL r

a R"b 3b b 3^-9 y+3

Directions : Multiply or divide in each of the following as indicated:

20. = 21. i^H x ^±n 22 . x £* S

n2 a2 x
2-9 x+4 x'1 x"5

9%
1

'
a - pa a

•
c - -

21a£ .
23. — T 24. — 7 25. r - -

a b xx 10b 15b





DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Providence, Rhode Island

Tern Test in Algebra
Grade 9A (Work of Grade 9B)

(51) Total Score =

Name Age

Sohool Room

yrs.

Date

mos., Grade

Directions t This is a test on the work in algebra that has been covered in the pre-

vious grade. Read the directions oarefully and do the best that you can. Write the

answers in the spaces indicated. Do your work on the sheets prepared for that purpose,

Sub-test I. --Equations

Directions

t

Solve the following equations.

1. 7b-20 = 29

b =

4. 7x-(3x+4) * 16

x s

2. 9x-(x-3)-x-4) s 63

x =

5. 8+^l s x+2
10

x 5

3. llx-3x-4+28 a 10x-6x
x -

x+5 / %

6. 54 - — = x - (x-13)

x -

Sub-test II.—Algebraic Fractions

Directions t Reduoe the following to lowest terms:

7 . 8 . 2&. a 9 . =44= io.
by 108y x

3
y
2 y(m+n)

Directions t Reduce each of the following expressions to a fraction and combine j

2 2

11. a + £ = 12. x2 - Sg. = 13. + 1 =
x a +b

Directions : Add or subtract and combine in eaoh of the following cases as indicated:

a c _ 2x 4x _ 5 3
14. - - - = 15. — + — S 16# - »

b d 3y 5y x+y x-y

a+b a m _„ 2a+b 4a-5b _ 5 4 _
17. - —r - 18. = 19. -s + S

a a"b 3b b y*-9 y+3

Directions : Multiply or divide in each of the following as indicated:

20. "T^= »• ^|^x^. 22. 2^±2£x^i =

23. 1*1. 24. 1*1 = 25. i^4*5l2| =
* b * x lOb^ 15b*

5



26.
a +ab

ft+b

a
2
-ab

%-b
27.

2 ,2
a -b a-b

i

2
*b

2 ' (a
2
+b2 )

2

Sub-teet III,—

'

Fractional Equations

Directions

t

Solve the following equations:

28. ~ = 2
b

a =

29.
4a

+ 9 « 17

a -

30. 36 =
2a

a -

31.
10

a _9_
x-3 x-5

x s

6 -2
32. — = —

5y y-3

y

33. x
2x 9x-2

3z-4 9

x -

Sub-test IV.— Problems

Directions t Solve the following problems and write the answers in the spaces indi

cated.

34-35. One of two numbers is 4 more than the other and their sub
is 32. Find the numbers. ----- Ana. Ana.

36-37. Jack is four times as old as Fred. Four yoars from now Jack't
age will be one year more than three times Fred's age then.
How old is each now? - - - - - - - Ana. Ans.

38-39. I have $2.35 in nickels and dimes, 32 coins in all. How mar.y

ooins of each kind have I? - - - - Ans. Ans.

40-41. Two automobiles start at the same time from places 250 miles
apart and travel toward each other. The rate of the first is

6 miles an hour faster than the second, and they meet in 5

hours. Find the rate of each. - - Ans. Ans.

42-43. What prinoipal must be invested at 6% to yield an annual
income of $57? --------------------- Ans.

44-45. The perimeter of a rectangle is 288 inches, and the length
is twice the width. Find the length and width. - - - - Ans.

46-47. The base of a triangle exceeds its height by 10 inches.
V.Tiat is the area? Express algebraically. - - - - - - - Ans.

48-49. John weighs 80 lbs. and sits 4 ft. from the fulcrum on a

teeter board. Where must Robert sit to balance John, if
he weighs 90 lbs? ------------------- Ans.

50-51. One grain chute can fill a large bin in 4 hours and another
can fill the bin in 6 hours. In how many hours would the
bin be full with both chutes open? ----------- Ans.
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Department of Public Schools
Providence, Rhcde Island

January, 1933

K«y for Algebra Test
Grade 9A (Y.'crk of Grade 9B)

Sub-test 1, Equations

1. b 7 2. ? = 8 or 9 \/l (one 3. x = -6

parenthesis is or.itted

on test.

)

4. x r 5 5. x = 7 6. x = 77

3ub-test 2. Fractions

7. x 8. 2x 9, my 10. x

y ?y x y

11. ab+a 12. x4-a 13. a2 -b 2 +a2 +b2 = 2a2

b
x2 & 2 +b 2 a2+b 2

14. ad-bc 15. 22x 16, 2x-8y
bd 15y

x2.y
2

1?*
"b2 l p » -10a+16b 13. 4y-'7

nj^r 3b
x2 _ 9

20. 1_ 21. x+4 22. x-1

rcn x+3

23. b_ 24. a 25. 1

.2 c
a

2 6. 1 27. (a+b) (fc^+b2 ) or

J
3 TA

2b+ab 2+b 3

Sub-test 3. Fractional Equations

28. a « 2b 29. a = 10 30. a = 27

31. x = 23 32. y = 1 l/8 53. 1/3

Sub-test 4. Problems (Two points credit for each
problem correctly solved.

)

$950

48 in. 96 in.

A ~ I (x) (x+10)

3 5/9 feet.

2 2/5 hr.

34-35. 14 18 42-43.

58-37, Fred ~ 9 y°ars 44-45.
Jack = 3 6 y^ars

46-47.
38-39. 17 nickels

15 dimes 48-49,

40-41, 22 niles 50-51.
28 niles





DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Providence, Rhode Island

Junior Business Training
Grade 9A (Work of Grade 9B)

(65) Total Score *
.

Name

School

Age
_

Room

yrs.

Date

mos., Grade

Following is a test on some of the work you have covered in your junior business prac-
tice during the past term* The purpose of the test is to see if you understand certain
business praotioes whioh are most useful to those entering business and which everyone
should know. Read the directions carefully and do the best that you can.

Sub-test I,—Money

Directions t Complete eaoh sentenoe below by inserting the correct word in the blank
space. The first letter of eaoh required word is given. The first blank space is

filled for you.

1-3. Whenever people live together in cities or towns there is always a certain amount
of exchange of goods called t . The simplest form of exchange used by
the early people was called b . Later m
in trade. A third way of trading is buying and selling "on o

came to be used
n

4-8. The basis of the system of money in this country, and in almost all others is

g . A gold dollar contains a oertain amount of p gold.
All other forms of money issued by the United States Government are worth their
f value beoause they may be e for definite amounts of
gold. The money which we use has oertain values beoause gold can be scoured for
it at a rate fixed by the g .

Sub-test II.—Checking Service—Promissory Notes

Directions I In the first sub-test you have read about trade. From your course you
Following is an exerciseunderstand about the important part played by banks in trade,

to see if you understand how the oheoking service of a bank is used.

9-13. Pretend that you have a checking aooount in the Industrial Trust Company. You
wish to pay to Roy E. Hartman, fifteen dollars for books whioh you purchased
through the School Department. Make out the check below for this amount, dating
it February 1, 1933.



14-15. Mr. Hartman presents the check at the bar.k for payment after he ha* endorsed It,

Endorse check ^/l as Mr. Hartman shoulc. Mr. Hartman might wish to mail the

check to Mr. William Eddy. To prevent anyone but Mr. Eddy from oaahlng the

check Mr. Hartman endorses It in full. Illustrate this on check #2.

#1 H

16-23. Promissory notes are essential in the use of a bank's lending service. Study
the note below and then fill in the blank spaces in the paragraph following the

note with the correot words.

C l N C IN N A T I OMIO .

16-23. The note above shows that
or to his order, |

pay this sum
The note was due on

was the maker of the note.

promised to pay to

• He promised to

days after the date of the note.

The
~

is the compensaT
tion the borrower ga^a to the lender for the use of the money, C. D. Richards
paid $ for interest.

Sub-test III.—Travel

Directions i 24-42. In the following statements each blank is to be filled by one

word found in the alphabetical list at the left. As you use each word cheok it off for

it can be used but once. The first blank is filled for a sample.

again
agent
bank
bank
cash
checks
convenient
credit
early
express
honor
lost
money
passport

In these days of easy transportation many people travel long
distances. This necessitates carrying . Funds should
be in such form as to be to handle and not in danger of

being • For this reason for money have

been provided.

Preparatory to traveling you may go to a or to an

company and buy a number of of whatever
denomination you wish. You these in the preser.ce of

the agent. Later you may
"

banks. When oashing these you are asked to sign each check
This is done in the presence of the
signatures.

these checks in hotels or

who compares the



9A

sign
substitutes

transportation
Washington
weeks

People who travel abroad must get a • This may be
obtained from As it may take several
to get a passport* one should make an aoDlication •

It is possible to buy a "letter of to take abroad. This ii

merely a letter from a local
agreeing to

to any bank abroad
an order for money up to a certain amount*

Sub-test IV. --Telephone and Telegraph

Directions , 43-54: Match the parts of the sentences in Column 1 with the related
parts in Column 2. Do this by writing the proper number in each space in Column 2.

A sample is done for you.

Sample :

43, General bills for telephone service

44* Booth calls are usually paid

45. Service for emergency calls

46. Calls to other cities and towns

47. If you wish the party you call
to pay

48. The telegraph company cannot
operate without

49. A right-of-way must be obtained

50. Young people use" the telegraph

51. Business men often send messages
by messengers rather than by phone.

52. If you are not in a hurry it is
cheaper to send

53. Night service is cheaper than
day service beoause

54. A signed message given to the
telegraph company

is a contract.

ask to have the charge reversed.

the consent of the people through
their government.

but little.

there is less business at night.

a day letter or a night letter.

as they often wish carbon copies
for their files.

is always free.

l*j

3

are rendered monthly.

before the oall is completed.

to set poles and string wires.

are called toll or long distance
oalls.



Sub-test V.—Mall—Express—Freight

Directions ! 55-65: Below are listed 11 conditions or situations and eleven re-

sults. The "result" statements are incomplete. You are to insert the correct word
in each blank space. The first letter of each word is given. A sample is done for

you.

Situation

Sample ;

55. Many people are careless and ig-

norant in regard to shipping.

56 # You wish to insure safe delivery
of packages.

57. Material is to be sent as "first
class" matter.

58. You wish a "parcel post" packare
to be delivered quickly.

59. You are posting a valuable pack-
age.

60. Merchandise which is not paid for

is sometimes mailed.

61. A package is too large to be sent

by mail.

62» There are advantages in sending
paokages by express.

63. A package is very heavy. Time is

not an important faotor.

Result

Much valuable material is \/sO—-3-£Z-

They should be wrapped and tied with
care and completely a

It should be marked "first class" and

8 .

Pay extra and mark the packare
s h

For safety it should be i

The post office department will
c the amount due if the
package is marked C. 0. D.

It may be sent by e .

The express oompany will c

at the house. It is easier to collect
damages from a p company
in case of loss.

Suoh a package may be sent by f

64. A person is inconvenienced when There is no d service.

receiving a package by freight*

65. One wishes to send household goods They must be c .

by freight.



Tepartr.ent of' Public Schools
i-rcvidence, Rhode Island

January, 1953

Key for Junior Business Training
Srade 9* (Pork of Grade 9B)

(Samples are given a score of "one" in a r«« +u
scoring.)

51 ^ sc --e 0i the sub-test to facilitate

Sub-test I. Money.

1.3. — trade — barter - ,icney - credit —
gold pure

6-7. faep exchanged
8. government.

Sub-test TI. Cheeks --Notes.

Feb, 1, 1927 Ho, (any number
or, none

)

10-11.

12,

13.

Hoy E, Partr.ar. £l£
oo

ifteen no

Too

(Pupil's signature)

No. 1

14. No. 2

oy E, Hartnan
Pay to the order

nf V.illiar. Eddy
,

>
,
Roy E, Hartnan

16-23.

16,
17-18.

19.

20-21.
• 22.

23.

— - C, D. Richards
Steven Lcring
thirty
July 20, 1972
interest

#600

-ch:..rd£;

4:7 -54

42.

44.

4.5.

46.

'hi

48

50
53

48. 52

Sub-test III. Travel 49. 51

so; 45
24. (ssriple

)

71. 43

25. "oney 52. 44
26. convenient o 3 . 49

27-28, lest substitutes 54. 46

29. bank
30-21. -xrress checks

32. sign
T T
y.. # cash
34, again
75. ag^nt
3«. passport

3 7-38. •.Washington 'Arecks
39. r-ariy

40. credit
41. bank
4?. c honor

sample

Sub -test V.

55. lost
56. addre ssed
57. sealed
55. srpcial

handling
59. insured
60. collect
61. express
62. call -private

eone-collee-t
65. fre Ight
64. d< livery
8.5. crated
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1

%

probably would meet in the test.

b. The possibility of helping pupils by

answering questions during the test.

c. The possibility of unreliable scores.

These unfortunate mental states have been done

away with by having tests at the beginning of the term, be-

cause both pupils and teachers have everything to gain and

nothing to lose.

Pupils are already promoted and sectioned so that

there is no fear of being "kept back" if the child doesn't

do well on the tests.

The incentive to cheating has been taken away as

nothing tangible can be gained or taken away.

The child is told the test is a test of his pre-

vious grade's work (printed on test), and the purpose of

the test is to see how much he understands about the sub-

ject so that that which he does not understand can be re-

viewed before beginning the work of the new grade.

The teacher is not worried about the mark of the

child, because he is not being tested on what she is sup-

posed to have taught him but upon the work of the previous

grade. There is no reason for unreliable test scores from

the teacher.

The tests are scored by the teachers and the re-

sults are put on the class summary sheets (Illustration on

page 71) , which are given to the principal who in turn
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CLASS SUMMARY

School

Test.

ROOM
GRADE

99-100
A7 CiO

yt>-yo

Q9 QAyo-y4
ni aoyi-9^
QO OA

Q7 QQo<-oo
QC Qfioo-oo
QQ Q/1OO-04
Q1 Q9

7Q QA

nn no
1 l-to
nr nn
10- 10

no 7vi

71 79

CQ 7A

C7 £QOf -00

OD-OO

UO-D4
C1 CO

C(\ CA59-bU

57-58

55-56
CO C Aop-04
CI COOl-oZ

49-50

47-48

45-46

43-44

41-42

39-40

37-38

35-36

33-34

31-32

29-30

27-28

25-26

23-24

21-22

19-20

17-18

15-16

13-14

11-12

9-10

7- 8

5- 6

3- 4

1- 2

Total





Providence Public Schools
School Test Summary Sheet

Name of Test - - Date.

School™ _ - - ~ - — Grades

To be made out by the principal from the class summaries and sent with the class summaries to the Department of Research not later than

five o'clock of the second school day after the test is given. The principal should retain a copy for reference.

DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES BY CLASSES AND GRADES

ROOM
GRADE
SCORES

99-100

97-98

95-96

93-94

91-92

89-90

87-88

85-86

83-84

81-82

79-80

77-78

75-76

73-74

71-72

69-70

67-68

65-66

63-64

61-62

59-60

57-58

55-56

53-54

51-52

49-50

47-48

45-46

43-44

41-42

39-40

37-38

35-36

33-34

31-32

29-30

27-28

25-26

23-24

21-22

19-20

17-18

15-16

13-14

11-12

9-10

7- 8

5- 6

3- 4

1- 2

Following the "room" columns of any grade, the next column should be headed "grade total." To distinguish grade distribution columns
from class distribution columns, use a different colored ink or pencil. Insert the median score for each class and grade.
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makes out the school test summary sheet (illustration on

page 72), which contains the distribution for each class

and the distribution for each grade. These summary sheets

are sent out to the Central office where the Head of the

testing department makes out City Norms for each individual

test which include the percentile and letter rating. These

norms (pages 74—9 ) are sent back to the schools for the

use of the principal, counselors, and subject teachers.

The individual child is given a percentile and

letter rating on his test. This is part of his permanent

school record.

The results of these tests are recorded by the

counselor on her record sheets (illustration on page 78) ±n

the graphic test records. In this space is also placed the

expected rating achievement goal which was found on the

Providence Personnel Charts on page . If the child is not

approaching his expectations within a range of one letter

rating it is a case for the counselor to look up to find

out the reason why and, if possible, eliminate the reason.

Test results also have a stabilizing effect on

the teacher's marks and cause her to base her marks more on

achievement than on prejudices, because she knows if she

fails Johnnie Jones and he receives a high percentile rating

on the tests, whs will be called upon for an explanation,

and vice -versa.

If a child has failed his term's work and yet re-

ceives a high percentile rank in the test of that subject he





Korns for Junior High School Mathematics Tests

February, 1933

!

i^|ntMark
IS. J_

Providence Medians Standard Norms Total Numbei

7B New Stanford
Arith. Comp. Forr» Y 37 32 1548

7B New Stanford
Arith. Reas. Form Y 18 16 1548

7A 26

General Math. 3196

8B 21

9b 30
Algebra 1084

9A 17

9A 50

Junior Business Training 688



•
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Norms for Technical Grammar Tost
February 10, 1933

ile
7A 8B 8A

10C

9f

I—94-

80

-70-

60

50

40

20

5

A 38 +

35-3 7

31-34

29-30
41—

27-28
21-26
18-20

16-17
13-15.

11-12

0-10

19 +

16-18

15

14

12-13
9-11

8

6-7

5

4

0-3

19+

17-18

15-16

14

13

10-12

9

0-5

9B

3 7+

35-36

33-34

32

30-31
26-29

23-25

22

18-21
16-17

0-15

9A

28+

25-27

23-24

22

20-21
16-19
14-15

13

11-12
10

0-9

Medi an

7A— 24
8B~ 10
8A— , 11.5
9B-- 28

9A— 18

Kg. taking test

1766
1417
1654
1131
1689
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Norms for Capitalization & Punctuation Tost

• Per-
fe^JfMark (A oil Q A 93 9A

10(

95

-90-

80

—7-0-

)

A

+

B

33 +

i

34+ 35+

:

!
!

i

35+
|
3G+

51-3.2

30
|

o g

33

31-32
30

34

32-33
O.l

33-34

32

31

35

33-34
32

60

50

40
•30-

4-

c

1

I

28
!
25-27

j

23-24

28-29
2G-27

30
27-29

-

30
27-29
26

31
29-30
28

20

•-10-

+

D

!

|

22

20-21
19

23

21-22
20

25

23-24
22

25
23-24
21-22

26-27
24-25
23

5
1

! 0-18

!

0-19 0-21 0-20 0-22

Medians
Ml— -*j£0

3B—27

3A—28.5
9B—23. 5

9A—30

Total number

Highest possible score

Norms for Letter Writing
?err

l*^ejrt(mce_Sense r
_Te„s t

.

I cen^Mark f 7A 8B

IOC

95

—90

A
I! 23 +

80

-TO

60

50

40

-5-0

20

-le-1

5 i

oi

28+

22

21

20
18-19
17

lis

-i
14-

2 7

26
25

24
22-23

21

0-13

20

19

17-18

0-16

8A

29+

28

27

26
24-25
23

22

20-21

19

9B

30+

29

28

27

26

25

24

23

21-22

20

0-18 ; 0-19

9A

30+

29

28

27

26

25

24

22-23

21

0-20

Medians
VA—19.5 (Different test)

8B—23.5
CA— 25
OB—25. 5

OA— 2 6. 5

Total number
7A—I732
8B-9A—5822

Highest possible score
7A-"-2,5

~

8B-0A 32



•
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Norms for Junior High School Dictation Test'

February 7, 1933

Per

?|gt
"Mark 7A 8B 8A 9B 9A

i on

95 A 34+ 35+ 38+ 38+ 43 +

-—90
+ 31-33 32-34 36-37 36-37 41-43

j

80 B 28-30 30-31 34-35 35 39-40

27 29 32-33 34 38

ou +
1

25-26 27-28 30-31 32-33 36-37
50 C

|

21-24 23-26 26-29 20-31 32-35
40

|
19-20 20-22 24-25 25-27 29-31

i
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COUNSELOR'S RECORD
PROVIDENCE PUBLIC SCHOOLS

GRADES 7-9 Date entered

left

Name Address
Last First Initial

..Tel.

Date of birth

Birthplace

Entered from

Grades Retarded Accel.

Special Abilities

Disabilities

Physical Handicaps

Father's name

Occupation

Employer

Mother's name

Occupation

No. of children, older

Member of

TEACHERS' MARKS

younger

6A 7B 7A 8B 8A 9B 9A 10 11 12 Remarks

Home Room

English

Mathematics

Social Studies

Science

Art

Vocational

Studies

Foreign Language

Music

Athletics

Club

Activity

Health

Attendance

GRAPHIC TEST RECORD—Code: O = Beginning Inventory; © = Final Achievement; -> = Goal

P. R. SUBJECT 7B 7A 8B 8A 9B 9A

A

B

C

D

E



INTERVIEWS

APPOINTMENT PROBLEM
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is allov/ed to proceed on trial.

In "brief , the test is a check on the pupil to see

whether he is working up to the level of his ability and also

a check on the teacher to see whether her marks of previous

grades are approximating the pupil's achievement as objec-

tively measured.

It would "be a fine thing if a diagnostic study of

the test results of each subject could be made in each of

the schools. Unfortunately this is impossible because of the

large amount of clerical work involved. The central office

arranges it so that a diagnostic study of one test is made in

each school. For each group a diagnostic sheet (Illustration

on page 79 ) where a transcript of the test result of each

pupil is placed, is made. This diagnostic sheet is sent to

the central office where the testing expert attempts to dis-

cover where the weaknesses in the subject are, and if possi-

ble, why those weaknesses occur. This information is given

to the supervisor who plans remedial instruction and tries

to remove the cause of the weakness in another year.

III. Self-measurement Units.

A Unit of self-measurement is being presented in

the group guidance classes in the Junior High School. Before

beginning work on the tests f. the children know that no names

are to be put on the tests, no one will see the test results

but themselves, and no one will know their score unless they

wish to tell. Each child corrects his own test and passes
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in his own score on a slip of paper. Then a distribution is

made on the hoard of the results in the class. He is told

what the norm for that particular test would he.

This helps the child, especially if he has a low

score, to see his own limitations in a subject. Let us as-

sume that the test was the Providence Inventory test in

Music, Form A. which tests the ability to read music. The

child received a low score. The counselor could show that

child that it was impossible for him to go very far in music

until he had overcome his limitation in this specific line.

Then the counselor could 50 on to help the child plan a

method of overcoming his limitation.

Many tests are available for this use.



»
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Chapter VI.

Cone lus ion .

Tests give a measure of the abilities

of the students more accurately for the purpose of dis-

covering their weaknesses, strengths, and problems so that

they can consider plans for education and a life career in

terms of probabilities for success. Test results are a

help in guidance—that is all. It Is one wa; in which we

may learn more about the child.

It is necessary to remember that neither intelli-

gence tests nor aptitude tests consider the personality or

interest of an individual which is possibly the most impor-

tant part.

Development of better t ests and accumulation of

evidence to aid in interpreting results derived from them

will contribute much toward development of scientific guid-

ance. It is the guidance worker/ who must be exacting in

their insistence upon careful validation of tests before
One

using them. They cannot accept measures on- faith, but

should demand objective evidence of the value of the test

and the evidence essential to the interpretation of test

scores. By experimental use of the most promising of these

tests, guidance worker^ can aid in appraising them.

"in spite of the fact our present testing program

must be considered as incomplete and entirely inadequate to



c
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meet our needs, it is the most encouraging part of our en-

educational situation. We see the need of actual objective

measurement of achievement, of abilities, of aptitudes, and

are embarked upon such a program. The methods used are

scientific and for the most part there is frank recognition

of the limitations of the tests so far constructed. With

all their limitations they are invaluable instruments to

guidance. No guidance worker can afford to neglect them. M *

1. Jones Principles of Guidance pages 14-5-6
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